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High resolution simulations of the long-term evolution of jets 
from young stellar objects using parallel algorithms

Ronan Michael Keegan

ABSTRACT

Outflows and jets are an integral part of the formation of young stars and are found to 
be commonplace in all regions where star formation is known to occur There has been 
much work done in the development of computational fluid dynamic methods for the 
simulation of these outflows m an attem pt to gam a greater insight into the processes 
taking place in their formation Observational data presents key characteristics of 
such outflows that can be used to determine the validity of any computational model 

Here, we have developed a sophisticated parallehsation method for the splitting- 
up of a jet simulation across a Beowulf type computer cluster using a message-passing 
method The parallelised code allows us to run simulations for much longer and on 
larger domains than was possible with the original serial code This allows us to inves
tigate the development of some important characteristics of the computational model 
over large time-scales with a suitably high resolution In particular we investigate 
the behaviour of the mass-velocity and mtensity-velocity relationships for molecular 
outflows driven by a prompt-entramment type jet model Up to now simulations 
have indicated good agreement between these characteristics for this model and the 
observed behaviour of these relationships However, the short time-scales used did 
not allow for an evolutionary study of the relationships and as a result long-term 
simulations are deemed necessary
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Chapter 1

Introduction

W ith the advent of infra-red and radio astronomy it was possible to peer into the 

inner workings of molecular clouds and view the dramatic processes involved in star 

formation It is believed that star formation occurs m dense regions or cores within 

Giant Molecular Clouds as most young stars are first seen in the vicinity of these 

cores Most observations have indicated large mass fluxes surrounding the young 

stars W hat surprised observers is the fact that a large proportion of the mass flux 

0 1 to 100M 0  Lada, 1985, Moriarty-Schieven & Snell, 1988) happens in an outward 

direction, away from the forming star

Understanding the nature of these outflows is a highly important part m under

standing the overall nature of star formation Molecular outflows are thought to occur 

soon after the initiation of the star forming process and are therefore a useful record 

of the early stages m this process

This chapter will give an overview of the field of molecular outflows, from an 

observational and theoretical point of view We will review the most important 

physical characteristics of molecular outflows and, m particular, a summary of what 

is known about the mass-velocity relationship of these outflows is given An overview 

of the computational side of this work will also be given
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1.1 Jets from Young Stellar Objects: Observations

1 1.1 H istory

Outflows driven by young stellar objects (YSOs) are found to be observable over 

a wide range of wavelengths, from ultra-violet to radio The first observations of 

outflows driven by young stars were observed m the visible spectrum and were made 

m the early 19505s by Herbig (1951) and Haro (1952) who observed small nebulosities 

with emission line spectra Soon afterwards, these so called Herbig-Haro objects 

(hereafter referred to as HH objects) were associated with stellar winds (Osterbrock, 

1958) and later recognised as being the result of the interaction of highly supersonic 

stellar winds with ambient material by Schwartz (1975) A study of the large-scale 

proper-motion of several HH objects by Cudworth & Herbig (1979) and the detection 

of highly collimated HH jets by Mundt & Fried (1983), confirmed that wind ejection 

takes place from young stars

The first observations of broad CO lines indicative of high velocity molecular gas 

were m the Orion A molecular cloud (Zuckerman et a l , 1976, Kwan &; Scoville, 1976) 

The detailed mapping of the supersonic CO emission m different objects (Snell et al 

1980, Rodriguez et a l , 1980) showed that outflows occur in two lobes of gas, one blue 

shifted and one red shifted, lying on either side of the central driving source Searches 

since have shown that outflows are common to all star forming regions and occur m 

low and high mass stars (Bally & Lada, 1983, Edwards & Snell 1982, 1983, 1984) 

The number of known outflows has increased rapidly m the last 25 years A recent 

survey by Wu et al (2004) lists more than 391 known outflows

New observations using millimetre and sub-millimetre radio telescopes and in

terferometers, m the 90’s, have detected highly collimated outflows with very high 

velocities Bachiller & Tafalla (2000) suggest that these new collimated flows are from 

low mass stars m an earlier stage of evolution and that there is an evolutionary link 

between them and the “Classical” outflows observed in the 1980’s
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The formation of a star is thought to result from molecular clouds collapsing in on 

themselves under the force of gravity which overwhelms the gas pressure within the 

cloud core The pressure can be released via infra-red radiation while the cloud 

remains transparent For low mass stars, it takes between 1  and 10 million years for a 

core to collapse Gravity is strongest at the centre of the core and as a result the centre 

collapses more rapidly forming what can be called a “Protostar” Eventually the 

protostar becomes opaque as the material m the cloud becomes more concentrated 

Infra-red radiation can no longer escape and the pressure builds until it can balance 

the force of gravity At this early stage, a low mass protostar can typically have a 

mass of about 1 solar mass (M0 ) This mass will grow as more material falls onto the 

surface from the surrounding cloud A wind forms, similar to the solar wind except 

much stronger, which can blow some of the m-falling material away It is not known 

what causes this wind but it is believed that the initiation of the nuclear process, the 

fusion of H and He within the protostar’s core, causes it to take place This fusion 

process leads to convection withm the protostar The convection then causes rapid 

rotation of the protostar which gives rise to strong magnetic fields which can carry off 

material from the protostar’s surface via a wind Another feature of the protostar at 

this stage of development is the formation of a disk of material m the equatorial plane 

surrounding the protostar As the core collapses to form the protostar, the rotation of 

the core gets faster because angular momentum must be conserved In the equatorial 

plane of the core and protostar, the inertial effect of rotation counteracts the inward 

pull of gravity and slows the collapse of the cloud As the collapse continues, rotation 

becomes more rapid and in-falling material accumulates m a rotating disk

Despite the wealth of observational data that has been collected, it is not known 

how these outflows evolve over time or how the mass of the central driving source 

influences the behaviour of the outflow There is strong evidence to suggest tha t the 

bulk of the molecular material m an outflow is swept up from the ambient medium,

1 1.2 Form ation & M orphology
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since the masses of the outflows can greatly exceed the masses of the associated stars 

(Moriarty-Schieven & Snell, 1988) It has also been suggested that the more massive 

the central star, the less well collimated the outflow (Richer et a l , 2000, Church well, 

2000) However, recent observations by Beuther et al (2002) show that this may 

just be an observational artifact due to the greater distances to the target sources 

(on average a few kpc) For low to intermediate mass stars, one of the more popular 

theories is that molecular outflows are driven by stellar jets with speeds of 100-300 

km s ” 1 and densities of about 103cm - 3  (Richer et a l , 1992, Padman & Richer, 1994, 

Bachiller et a l , 1995, Davis et a l , 2000, Arce & Goodman, 2002b )

In the above model, outflows driven by jets are usually characterised by three mam 

features, the jet, a cocoon surrounding the jet and a bow-shock containing swept-up 

ambient material surrounding the cocoon Figure 1  1 illustrates this model The 

commonly-held theory is that jets and their associated outflows form at a very early 

stage in the protostar’s development It is thought that, initially, the outflows are 

well-collimated with the highest velocity material (~50-100 km s - 1  ) forming a well 

collimated jet-like structure at the centre of a broader cocoon of slower moving ma

terial (~5-50 km s- 1  ) HH211 (figure 1 2) is a typical example of a highly collimated 

outflow Older outflows can extend up to several parsecs from the driving source and 

quite often beyond the confines of the parent cloud (HH92, Bally et al 2002, HH34, 

Devme et a l , 1997) Some, such as HH315, show evidence of precession occurring in 

the outflow over time, possibly driven by a precession m the driving source caused 

by the gravitational affects of a binary companion to the protostar (Arce & Good

man, 2002a, 2002b) Older flows also exhibit signs of the driving source possessing an 

episodic nature by the presence of high density clumps of molecular material along 

the outflow axis (Bence et a l , 1998) However, a recent study of the CB3 and LI 157 

outflows by Viti et al (2004) suggests that these clumps may have existed in the 

ambient medium before the star’s formation began

When discussing the collimation of an outflow it is common to refer to a collima-
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Swept-up ambient material

Figure 1.1: An overview of the jet model for creating molecular outflows. This is the model 
we have adopted in this work and we will refer to the definitions in this figure throughout 
the text.

tion ratio or factor, q .  this is the ratio of the length of the outflow to its maximum 

width a t a given velocity. For example, in the highly collimated outflow HH211 (fig

ure 1.2) this ratio a t velocities of 20-30 km s-1 is found to  be 30:1 and for the low 

velocity components (~ 4  km s-1 ) in the broader shell, the ratio is only 4:1.

It is not known whether the driving je t is composed of molecular or purely atomic 

material. Also, the mechanism for accelerating the molecular material seen in the 

outflows remains unclear. The possible mechanisms for accelerating molecular m ate

rial are entrainm ent of ambient molecular gas by the bow-shock or sides of the je t, or 

entrainm ent by a wide angle wind.

There are many mysteries in the field of molecular outflows. Solving these mys

teries requires a combination of observational studies, theory and, more increasingly, 

numerical simulations.
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Figure 1 2 This figure is taken from Gueth & Guilloteau (1999) It shows contour plots 
for the low and high velocity material in the HH 211 outflow m IC348 The top plot shows 
the slower, less well collimated, material The lower plot shows the high velocity material 
The velocities were calculated from the CO J=2-l emission line The grey-scale shows the 
intensity of emission from the H2 S i (1-0) lme
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Molecular outflows can be traced at many different wavelengths such as optical and 

infra-red However, from the point of view of studying the evolution and morphology 

of the outflows the most interesting data stems from the low excitation CO emis

sion lines The CO emission is given off by the cool outflow cocoon region and thus 

represents a fossil record of the mass-loss from the protostar (Richer et a l , 2000) 

Most observations are conducted in the CO12 J = 2-l and CO 12 J= l-0  rotational emis

sion lines which are the emissions given off by transitions m the Carbon-monoxide 

molecule due to collisional and radiative excitations These transitions results in the 

cooling of the gas

Some authors have outlined the typical observational properties of molecular out

flows from low-mass stars Lada & Fich (1996) studied the basic physical parameters 

of the outflow NGC 2264G and these are seen as typical parameters for most low- 

mass outflows Others have described similar outflow properties (Masson & Chernin, 

1993, Bachiller, 1996, Cabnt, Raga & Gueth, 1997, Richer et al , 2000) Their mam 

findings are

• The behaviour of the velocity of the material m an outflow can be described 

by a single “Hubble Law” over the entire extent of the outflow The velocity of 

the material making up the outflow appears to increase with increasing distance 

from the source

• Outflows are, m general, found to occur in a pair of red and blue-shifted lobes 

on either side of a central driving source and perpendicular to the plane of the 

disk of material from which the parent star is forming (Snell et a l , 1980) In 

many cases the outflows are found to exhibit a high degree of bipolarity In 

other words, the flows are found to be strongly forward directed with very little 

velocity components moving m directions other than the jet direction The ratio 

between blue and red shifted material in either lobe can be as high as 2 0  1

1 1 3  O bservational P roperties
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• Outflows exhibit a well-behaved broken power-law variation of mass with veloc

ity A plot of the log-scale velocity against the log-scale mass shows a broken 

power-law relation with a slope of-1 5 to -3 5 at low velocities (< 20 — 30 km s - 1  

) and between -4 and -8  at high velocities( > 30 km s - 1  ) Figure 1 3 shows the 

mass-velocity relationship for a selection of observed outflows

•  The collimation of the flow increases systematically with velocity and distance 

from the driving source At the highest velocities outflows can have very narrow 

opening angles (< 5°) and appear jet-like

• There is often found to be a similarity between the lobes on either side of the 

central star, particularly in the high velocity components suggesting that the un

derlying driving wind from the central driving source is characterised by a high 

degree of bipolar symmetry However, this is not always the case, as many ob

servations have shown that differing conditions in the ambient molecular cloud, 

such as a variation m density on either side of the forming star, can result in 

very different morphologies for the outflow lobes (e g HL Tauri, Cabnt et al ,

1996) It has also been shown by Woitas et al (2002) that asymmetries m the 

“central engine” of the RW Aurigae outflow cause the asymmetries observed in 

this outflow’s lobes

• There is increasing evidence that the mechanism driving some outflows exhibits 

an episodic nature This is particularly evident m older outflows such as HH 

315 (Arce & Goodman, 2002a, 2 0 0 2 b) and m HH 34 (Raga &; Noriega-Crespo, 

1998)

• For most low-mass YSOs, masses of molecular outflows range from 0 1 M0  to 

100 M0  This is a lot more than the typical mass of a class 0 low-mass protostar 

and we conclude that outflows must consist of swept-up ambient material rather 

than material ejected directly from the central star

9
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Figure 1  3 Log-scale brightness distribution with velocity for a selection of different out
flows of different ages It is noticeable that the “break velocity”, where the slope steepens, 
moves to lower velocities as we go from top to bottom This behaviour is thought to be 
related to the outflows age (Taken from Bachiller &; Tafalla, 2000)
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One of the key properties of any molecular outflow is the behaviour of the mass in 

the flow m terms of its velocity Although not directly measured m observations, the 

mass can be inferred from the intensity of low-J CO emission lines Most observational 

outflow studies estimate outflow mass by assuming that the CO emission is optically 

thm (emissions from all parts of the outflow are not obscured by material residing 

between the observer and the point of emission) and the temperature of the gas is 

roughly constant The intensity-velocity relationship for this line is usually found 

to exhibit a broken power-law (Rodriguez et a l , 1982, Masson & Chernm, 1992, 

Stahler, 1994, Lada & Fich, 1996, Bachiller & Tafalla, 2000, Davis et a l , 2000, Arce 

& Goodman, 2002a) It is important for any theoretical model to be able to exhibit 

the same behaviour The intensity-velocity relation for the low-J CO lines can be 

defined as follows

Ico{v)  oc v _1 (1  1)

where, from observation, 7  ~  1 5 — 2 up to ~  20 — 30 km s - 1  and 7  ~  3 — 7 at higher 

velocities The profile is constructed by creating a set of velocity bins with a velocity 

range for each bm All of the mass moving at a particular velocity range is added 

into the corresponding bm and the resulting data is graphed on a log-scale plot v 

is the flow velocity relative to the systemic rest velocity Vo It is worth pointing out 

at this stage that m many of the simulations of molecular outflows that have been 

performed (see section 1 2  2 and references therein) there is found to be no break 

m the mass-velocity relationship even though a break in the corresponding mtensity- 

velocity relationship is predicted We shall discuss possible reasons for this in Chapter 

5

It is speculated that the position of the break m the slope of the intensity-velocity 

relation is related to the age of the outflow Whether the break-point moves to lower 

or higher velocities with increasing age remains unclear A sample set of outflows 

at different stages of evolution compiled by Bachiller & Tafalla (2000) indicated that

1 1 4  M ass-V elocity  R elationship
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the older the outflow, the higher the velocity at which the break occurs (figure 1 3 ) 

However, a similar survey by Salas & Cruz-Gonzalez (2 0 0 2 ) found that the break

point velocity gets lower with increasing age of the outflow W ith the long duration 

simulations presented in this work, we shall investigate this property

Arce & Goodman (2001) claim that many outflows have an episodic mass ejection 

from the driving source They found that this may cause outflows to have steeper 

slopes for their mass-velocity relations than has been inferred from most observations 

To account for this, they suggest that a lot of observers fail to account for the true 

optical thickness of CO emission and that the optical thickness is dependent on the 

velocity They suggest that with adequate information one could reconstruct the 

past ejection history of an outflow from the “fossil record” embedded in a molecular 

outflow’s mass-velocity and posit ion-velocity relations They also propose that each 

mass ejection episode can result m the sweeping-up of more ambient material Using 

our model, we shall run simulations with episodic velocity inputs and investigate 

whether or not this occurs

1.2 Jets from YSOs: Theory and Num erical Sim

ulations

1 2  1 Theory o f form ation different m odels

In this section we shall outline the three mam models put forward for the formation 

of molecular outflows

W ide-angle w ind m odel

This model consists of a wind generated from the surface of the young star or its 

circumstellar disk (Shu et a l , 1991) This wind can sweep up ambient material and 

the resulting outflow can have the velocity, shape and extent as seen m observations

12



The mam problem with this model is that there is no necessity for a jet component It 

is accepted now that outflows contain a well collimated jet component and that there 

is a strong link between the jet and the behaviour of the molecular outflow Masson 

& Chermn (1992) found that wind driven models did not reproduce the observed 

mass properties such as the “Hubble Law” profile for the velocity structure They 

found that an entraining jet model gave better results In an attempt to address 

this problem, it has been suggested by some that if the wind has an axial density 

gradient, the core of the wind can take on the appearance of a collimated jet (Shu 

et a l , 1995, Ostriker, 1997, Shang, Shu & Glassgold, 1998) A study by Lee et 

al (2 0 0 0 ) of several young stellar systems, showed that some molecular outflows 

exhibit features consistent with the wide angle wind model that cannot adequately 

be explained by the simple jet model Examples include L43 (Bence et a l , 1998), 

L I551 (Monarty-Schieven et a l , 1988) and B5 (Velusamy & Langer, 1998) Lee et 

al (2 0 0 0 ) concluded that more detailed calculations encompassing aspects of both 

models may be necessary Some other authors (Bence, 1998, Arce & Goodman, 2 0 0 2 a) 

have suggested that the wind emerging from the disk around the protostar becomes 

more significant m the evolution of the molecular outflow as the star ages

Turbulent J e t  m odel

In this model molecular material is entrained on the sides of a fast moving jet by 

some process of turbulent mixing such as the Kelvm-Helmholtz instability at the jet- 

ambient gas interface (Raga et a l , 1993, Stahler, 1994, Lizano & Giovanardi, 1995, 

Downes & Ray, 1998) The advantage of this model is that it is able to produce the 

forward directed motion for the outflowing gas as is seen m observations However, 

the model by Raga et al (1993) produced flows that were too narrow and did not 

produce the Hubble law effect showing an increase m the velocity of the gas with 

distance from the source
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This is the model we have adopted in this work (figure 1 1 ) W ith this model, a 

supersonic wind or jet propagates into the ambient medium forming a bow-shock 

surface at its head (Masson & Chermn, 1993, Raga & Cabrit, 1993, Stone & Norman, 

1993, Smith et a l , 1997, Downes & Ray, 1999, Lee et a l , 2001) This bow-shock 

carves into the ambient cloud, accelerating the ambient material as it hits it, thereby 

producing a molecular outflow propagating in the direction of the jet A low-density 

cocoon forms around the jet between it and the sides of the bow-shock Variations m 

the velocity of the jet or an episodic nature in the output from the jet source cause 

shocks to occur along the body of the jet These shocks are also referred to as internal 

working surfaces (Raga et a l , 1990, Canto, Raga & D’Alessio, 2000) and are thought 

to result m the ejection of jet material from the jet into the surrounding cocoon 

One of the mam problems with this model is the difficulty it has in reproducing 

the forward motion for the swept-up outflow material as discussed by Lada & Fich

(1996)

O ther m odels
✓

As outlined above, both the jet model and the wind model have problems when 

it comes to explaining the formation of molecular outflows (Cabrit, Raga & Gueth,

1997) Lery (2002) proposed an alternative model for outflows in which the molecular 

outflow is powered by in-falling m atter as well as the accretion-ejection engine at the 

driving source

1.2 2 M ass-velocity  relationship, previous results

Several papers have been published about attem pts made to reproduce the observed 

mass-velocity relation using the jet entramment model Here, we shall review some of 

the more recent publications with particular emphasis on those involving jet-driven

Bow-shock m odel
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outflow simulations In all cases the relation is found to be a negative power-law with 

the form m  oc t?- 7  and no break at higher velocities

Smith et al (1997) used a bow-shock model with post-shock mixing They pre

dicted a value for 7  that increased with time This was due to gradual changes in the 

bow-shock shape It became more aerodynamic as time progressed and this resulted 

m less material being entrained at the bow-shock, hence, reducing the high velocity 

mass component of the outflow They constructed a simple analytic model for the 

bow-shock that predicted that 7  is related to a bow shape parameter “s” by 7  =  s / 2  

Here the bow-shock shape is approximated to a simple parabola and is described by 

the relationship z  oc r s m cylindrical coordinates The value for 7  increases from 1 0 

to 1 5 as the value for s goes from 2 to 3

Downes & Ray (1999) used a bow-shock model but without post-shock mixing and 

also found a power-law relationship between the mass of molecular gas and velocity 

They determined that 7  lies between 1 58 and 3 75 and tends to increase with time, m 

agreement with Smith et al (1997) and also consistent with observations (e g Davis 

et a l , 1998) The key features they investigated suggested that 7  increases with 

decreasing abundance of molecular material in the jet, the decrease m the molecular 

abundance causes a reduction m the strength of the high velocity component They 

compared a steady jet (input velocity ~  216 km s - 1  ) with one that had a variation m 

the mput velocity and found that it did not have any effect on the value of 7  Also, 

it was determined that a wide shear layer dramatically reduces the value of 7

A follow-up paper to this by Downes 8z Cabrit (2003) used similar numerical 

simulations to examine the mtensity-velocity relations m  the CO J = 2-l and H2 S (l)l-  

0 lines for jet-driven molecular outflows It was shown that the mass-velocity relation 

for the swept-up gas is a single power-law, with a shallow slope of ~  1 5 with no break 

to a steeper slope at higher velocities (contrary to predictions of Zheng and Zhang

(1997)) Here too, the m(v)  relation could be explained by a bow-shock model with 

no post-shock mixing They showed that the simulated CO J = 2- l  line compared well
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with that of observations This line had a break in the slope at 20-30km s_1 caused 

by molecular dissociation near the bow-shock and a 1 /T  dependence for emission at 

temperatures exceeding the energy of the upper level of the line The model also 

predicts a shallower slope at high velocity m the higher excitation lines H2 S ( l)(l-0 ) 

and high J CO lines

They concluded that the CO J = 2-l line only reflects mass at lower velocities (< 

2 0  km s“ 1 ) and that the use of higher temperature tracers is needed to probe the 

mass distribution at higher velocities One weak point of the bow-shock model with 

no post-shock mixing is that the emitting gas expands perpendicular to the bow 

surface and this contradicts the observations of Lada &; Fich (1996) who observed 

that outflows exhibit a strongly forward directed motion Downes & Cabnt (2003) 

constructed an analytical model that gave the value for 7  in terms of the bow shape 

parameter, s, as being s / ( s  — 1 ) This gives a lower value for 7  than that predicted 

by Smith et al (1997) and possibly more m agreement with observations

Lee et al (2001) conducted simulations of jet and wind driven outflows using 

the ZEUS-2D hydrodynamic code with simplified cooling and no external heating 

This, they said, was a reasonable simplification to make as they were looking at the 

macroscopic properties of the outflow However, this also meant that they were unable 

to resolve the cooling length and hence the temperature of the shell material m the 

outflow could not be used to calculate the line emission They used the mass rather 

than line emission to examine the kinematics For the jet-driven simulations they 

found a value for 7  in the range 1 5 to 3 5 which was highly dependent on viewing 

angle The wind driven simulations yielded a value of 1 3 - 1  8 for 7  They concluded 

that both models correlated well with different sets of observations and that a more 

complex model is obviously needed to describe the behaviour of all molecular outflows
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1.3 Parallel Program m ing

1 3  1 M otivation  for Parallelising

Downes & Ray (1999) conducted several simulations of outflows from YSOs based on 

the same numerical scheme as is used m this work Their simulations were limited to 

400 years m length, due to computational resource limitations They found that the 

exponent m the mass-velocity relationship 7 , agreed well with that of observed

values in real outflows However, they found that the value for 7  was also increasing 

with the age of the outflow and concluded that longer simulations were required to 

determine whether this trend would continue or if 7  would tend to a constant value at 

longer time-scales This is the mam motivation for the parallelisation of the code By 

parallelising the code for operation on a distributed memory cluster, we can gam both 

a speed-up of the simulations and the ability to run larger simulations by utilising 

the combined memory of all the machines we employ However, the adaptation of the 

code to run to longer time-scales also gives us the ability to look at other interesting 

characteristics of the simulated outflows and how they behave over time

1 3  2 Different M ethods o f Parallelising

Parallel programming has become one of the most important computational tools for 

tackling large, computationally intensive, programming tasks It is used for many 

different applications, from molecular dynamics to computational fluid dynamics 

There are two mam designs for parallel computers, shared memory and distributed 

memory In a shared memory machine all of the processors have access to the same 

memory space This negates the need for any sort of communication between the 

processors and computer code does not need much modification to work on such a 

machine However, this type of machine can be expensive to buy and does not scale 

very well if large numbers of processors are required Distributed memory machines 

usually consist of a cluster of standard PC-type machines linked together via a high
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speed network The advantage of this type of system is that these machines can be 

built relatively cheaply and the performance of them scales well The disadvantage 

is that computer code has to be modified to allow for communications between the 

individual machines in the cluster

In this work we have utilised a “Beowulf” type cluster to conduct the astrophysical 

fluid dynamic simulations There are two mam types of parallelism that can be 

implemented on a machine of this type

• The simplest is the master-worker approach where the computational task can 

be broken mto independent tasks The master processor coordinates the solu

tion of these independent tasks carried out by the worker processors

• The second type consists of tasks that cannot easily be broken mto independent 

tasks The most common model used for this type of programming is ‘ message- 

passing” The two most common message-passing systems are MPI (Message 

Passing Interface) and PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine)

The coding m this work falls mto the second category as communicating between 

processors will be required to maintain the overall coherency of the simulation across 

the cluster We have chosen to use the MPI system to implement the parallehsation 

of the code

1 3  3 M P I - M essage-Passing Interface

Message-passing is one of the simplest ways to get a group of machines to coordinate 

themselves when executing a complex computation MPI addresses the message- 

passing model of parallel computation, in which processors synchronize with one 

another and move data from one processor to another by sending and receiving mes

sages It is a library of subroutines written m the most commonly used scientific 

programming languages such as Fortran and C Codes written m these languages can 

call upon these subroutines to perform the message-passing MPI is a specification
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(not an implementation) created by the MPI forum, a group of computer vendors, 

computer scientists and users who came together to define a standard The first stan

dard was released 1994 and is referred to as MPI- 1  (1994) Since this release extra 

functionality and improvements have been made and a second release has been made, 

MPI-2 (1998)

1.4 Structure o f th is Work

In this thesis we study the evolutionary behaviour of several properties of molecular 

outflows driven by the jet-driven bow-shock model To achieve the long time-scales 

required for this we have developed a load-balanced, parallel version of a temporally 

and spatially second order, non-adiabatic, cylmdncally symmetric, hydrodynamic 

code for running on a distributed memory cluster We have also examined m detail 

the properties of molecular outflows driven by episodic jets

Chapter 2 details the numerical method used to integrate the hydrodynamic, 

ionisation and dissociation equations Chapter 3 describes the method developed to 

efficiently parallelise the code In Chapter 4 the tests carried out to examine the 

efficiency of the parallel code are described

In Chapter 5 we discuss the long-term evolutionary behaviour of the mass-velocity 

and intensity-velocity relations for molecular outflows driven by a pulsed jet and an 

episodic jet with a long-period (800 years) episodicity It was found by Smith et 

al (1997) and Downes & Ray (1999), for outflow simulations up to 400 years, that 

the slope in these relations agreed with observations but increased with time We 

examine whether or not this upward trend continues for longer term simulations 

The simulations presented here are up to 2400 years m age, a significant fraction of 

the dynamical age of at least some molecular outflows We also look at the behaviour 

of the break-point velocity m the intensity-velocity relations as a function of outflow 

age
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In Chapter 6 we look m detail at the effects of varying the input jet velocity on 

the resulting outflow In particular, we look at episodic jet-driven outflows It has 

been suggested (Arce & Goodman, 2 0 0 1 a) that many molecular outflows are driven 

by jets with an episodic nature We look at how different periods for the episodicity of 

the jet effects the mass-velocity and intensity-velocity relations, how it effects outflow 

collimation and what impact it has on the amount of ambient material swept-up by 

the outflow

Finally, in Chapter 7 we summarise the results of this work and discuss possibilities 

for further studies
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Chapter 2

Numerical Method:

Hydrodynamics

In this chapter we present the methods used to integrate the hydrodynamic equations 

We shall also discuss the numerical set-up The method used for the simulation of 

the outflows is based on that used by Downes & Ray (1999) and consequently the 

code used is an adaptation of the code used by these authors The numerical scheme 

is a Godunov type scheme that is second order m time and space A brief overview 

of the different numerical schemes used m astrophysical computational fluid dynamic 

problems is given before we outline the details of the scheme we have employed We 

shall discuss the method used to parallelise the code m Chapter 3

2.1 Com putational Fluid Dynam ics

The physical aspects of any fluid flow are governed by three fundamental principles 

(1 ) mass is conserved, (2) F  — m a  (Newton’s Second Law), (3) energy is conserved 

These fundamental principles can be expressed m terms of mathematical equations, 

which m their most general form are usually partial differential equations Computa

tional fluid dynamics is the art of replacing the governing partial differential equations 

with algebraic equations, and advancing these numbers through space and time to 

obtain a final numerical description of the complete flow field
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There are many phenomena in astrophysics which can be modelled using computa

tional fluid dynamics They can range from the very slow progression of the stars 

in a galaxy to the relativistic speeds of an exploding supernova Je t’s from YSOs 

usually involve speeds on a supersonic scale To ensure correct treatment of all the 

physical conditions that may arise m the simulation of these jets, such as shocks and 

rarefactions, we must choose an appropriate numerical scheme The computational 

time required to solve the scheme must also be considered and a balance needs to be 

made between the sophistication of the scheme and time it takes to compute

2 1 1  A strophysical C FD

2.2 Euler equations of hydrodynam ics

In gas dynamics the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy must be 

solved For the sake of simplicity we shall only consider the 1 -dimensional case The 

equations are given by

where p  is density, u is velocity, p  is pressure and e is the total energy density t  and 

x indicate time and space respectively These three conservation laws give the Euler 

Equations of gas dynamics The value of p  is a function of p , pu and e and is given 

by the equation of state for a polytropic gas

e =  +  ±pu 2 (2 4)

where 7  is the ratio of specific heats m the gas and is given by 7  =  (a +  2 ) /a ,  where 

a  is the number of internal degrees of freedom of the gas molecules In astrophysics, 

a monatomic gas is usually assumed, giving values of a  =  3 and 7  =  5 / 3
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p(x,  t ) <?i
p ( Xj  t )u(x , t ) = 0.2

e(x , t )

We can consider these three state variables m vector form as 

g( x , t )  =

so that we can express the system of equations in the simplified form as

Qt +  f { q ) x  =  o

where

/(« ) =
pu

pu2 + p —
_ u ( e + p )  _

Q2
gfM  + p (<i )

. 92
12/HI ^
[Q3+p(q)/<?i J

More generally, the integral form for a system of m  equations says that

*¿2 rt^
f { q { x u t ) ) d t -  /

ii Jh

(2 5)

rx  2 r x 2 rt-z rtz
/  q{ x , t 2) d x =  / q ( x , t i ) d x +  / f { q { x x, t ) )d t  -  / f { q { x 2 , t ) )d t  (2  6 ) 

J x  1 J x  1

for all X2 , ii and t 2 These integral forms of the conservation law are the funda

mental conservation laws and hold even if the function q(x, t) is discontinuous The 

differential form, equation 2 5, holds only if q is smooth

2 2 1 F in ite volum e m ethods for solving th e  equations o f hy

drodynam ics

There are three mam methods used for the discretisation of the equations for hydro

dynamics when solving them on a computer Discretisation of the partial differential 

equations is called finite difference, discretisation of the integral form of the equations 

is called finite volume, and the third method is finite element m which one discretises 

the solution of the differential equations The discrete solution is made up of poly

nomials defined piecewise on the elements In this work, the discretisation is done 

using a two-dimensional, cylmdrically symmetrical, uniform grid of cells and we use 

a finite volume method
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For a finite volume method, the change in the state of a variable, within a 

given volume, 1, from time n to n +  1 , can be written m the flux-differencing form as

q : +1 = q : - \ { . k +V2 - f ?_1/2) (2 7 )

where F^/%  are some approximations to the average fluxes along the interfaces x =  

%%±i(2 between any two adjacent cells and are given by

1  f * n + 1

FH±i /2^r  f(g(xz±l/2,t))dt  (2 8)
</in

with k =  At, the time-step value (we shall refer to h =  A x  — A y  =  A z  as the 

spatial step-size, assuming a finite volume mesh with equal spacing in all directions) 

As information propagates at a finite speed we can obtain a value for F^_^2, for 

example, based on Q * and QJ1-1, the cell averages on either side of the interface We 

can then express F£_y2 as

K - i /2 =  F (Q ”_ 1 , Q : )  ( 2  9)

where F  is some numerical flux function Equation 2 7 then becomes

q:+1= q? -  J e w .  «Vi) -  m i v  o?)) (2 io)

The specific method obtained depends on how we choose the formula F  Equation 

2 1 0  is also said to be m conservation form since it mimics the exact solution as given 

m equation 2 6

L ax-F riedrichs

The simplest way to define the average flux, F(qi , qr), at a point based on data to the 

left and right of that point, qi and gr , would be to take an average

F(ql,<lr) =  \(f(<}i) +  f(qr)) (2 11)
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QTl = Q:~ ¿(/(«vi) -  f ( Q li)) (212)
However, this turns out to be unstable Instead, we can introduce a diffusive flux or 

artificial viscosity term based on an approximation to ^ q x The flux then becomes

F(QI, Qt) =  i (/(«) + f ( q r)) -  ^ ( q r -  qi) (2 13)

The conserved form of an equation solved on a grid should be given by the equation

q : +1 =  \ ( Q h + q:+ i)+ |-(/(« v  i) -  f ( Q i  i)) (2 14)

This is the Lax-Friedrichs Equation Although it is robust, it is inaccurate when used 

for modelling supersonic flow due to the fact tha t it gives solutions that are formally 

first order accurate and excessively diffusive

Lax-W endroff

The Lax-Wendroff method is second order accurate and is derived from the Taylor 

series expansion for the solution at q(x, t-\- k) The expansion is truncated to the first 

three terms to give second order accuracy The solution for the state variable in cell 

i at time n +  1  is given as

<?r+1 = q: -  -  q i i) + - 2Q.n+ q i i) (2 is)

This is the generalised form for a system of m  hyperbolic equations of the form 

qt +  Aqx =  0 where A  is an m  x m  matrix This too is a robust method, but in regions 

of the flow where data is not smooth it suffers from excessive oscillations

G odunov

Godunov’s method is based on using a Riemann solver to solve for the fluxes at cell 

interfaces It assumes a piecewise-constant distribution of a quantity Q ” m a grid cell

which would give
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The most important condition, when solving for the fluxes, is to ensure that a wave 

from the Riemann problem at one interface does not reach an adjacent interface within 

the time-step If this is violated, then there is the potential for numerical instabilities 

to occur If we take Smax as being the maximum wave speed, the condition requires 

that

<  1 (2  16)
f b

This is the CFL or Courant condition that is also required for stability The CFL 

condition states that a numerical method can be convergent only if its numerical 

domain of dependence contains the analytical domain of dependence of the equations 

being solved

In the simplest case, for scalar advection, solving the Riemann problem gives

9*(®.*) =  { £  (2 17)

where q*(qi,qr) denotes the exact solution to the Riemann problem at x  =  0 The 

case where u — 0 is not relevant given that we are only interested m the flux values 

and if u =  0 then f(q*) =  0 Applying this to the conservative method (equation

2 10), gives Godunov’s Upwind Method The solution for Q™+1 is given by

0n+i _ I Q? -  MQ? -  QU) if u > 0 
w* I Q? -  !«(«•+! -  Q?) if u < o

The method is easily generalised to a non-lmear system if we can solve the non-linear 

Riemann problem at each cell interface

2 2 2 H igh-resolution Schem es

Godunov’s method, at best, is first order accurate m smooth regions and generally 

gives very smeared approximations to shock waves or other discontinuities Many 

extensions to Godunov’s method have been developed The desired features of these 

methods are to give second-order accuracy on smooth flow and to avoid non-physical
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oscillations near discontinuities To do this we need to limit the slope of the second- 

order function m the region of discontinuities so as to avoid the oscillations Methods 

based on this approach are known as “slope limiter” methods

Van Leer

The slope-limitmg method was introduced by van Leer when he developed the MUSCL

The idea behind incorporating slope-limiting is to prevent oscillations m the presence 

of discontinuities while maintaining second order accuracy This is achieved by incor

porating a second order accurate method m smooth regions, such as Lax Wendroff’s 

with a piecewise linear set-up, and limiting the slope of the piecewise linear approxi

mations m the presence of discontinuities A similar procedure is to use flux-limiting, 

reducing the magnitude of the numerical flux to avoid oscillations This method was 

first used by Boris & Book (1973) in their flux-corrected transport (FCT) algorithms 

One method of measuring the effectiveness of this type of scheme for eliminating 

oscillations is to test whether it satisfies the total variation diminishing (TVD) con

dition This was first introduced by Harten (1983) for analysing numerical schemes 

The total variation of a function Q  across a grid can be given by

If a method introduces oscillations we would expect the total variation of Q  to increase

scheme (Monotomc Upstream-centred Scheme for Conservation Laws (van Leer, 1977))

oo

T V { Q ) =  £ (2 19)

with time Hence, for a scheme to satisfy the TVD condition it must satisfy the 

following

T V ( Q n+1) < T V ( Q n) (2 20)

One method of limiting the slope is called the rmnmod slope It is defined as

a™ =  m inm od( q ? -  Q l i q :+i - q \
h ’ h ]

(2 21)
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where <7” is th e  slope m  cell z a t  tim e n and th e  m inm od function of two argum ents

This also satisfies th e  TV D  condition 

F lu x -V e c to r  S p l i t t in g

T he G odunov m ethod can be in terp reted  as a  flux-difference sp litting  m ethod  as the  

difference f ( Q t) ~  f{Q%-1) is sp lit into a left going po rtion  which modifies Q t- 1 and a 

right going po rtion  which modifies Q% An a lternative  to  th is, in troduced by Sanders 

& P rendergast (1974) and  la te r by Steger & W arm ing (1981), is to  split each flux 

f(Qi) ,  evaluated a t the  cell average, in to  a  left going p a rt f~  and a right-gom g /+ ,  

so we have

A m ethod of th is form is called a  flux-vector sp litting  m ethod This m ethod  

is found to  be robust for strong  shocks and  expansion waves and is used heavily 

in astrophysics, however, it can be excessively dissipative a t contact discontinuities

make the  m ethod m ore robust This has been done by producing a hybrid scheme 

where it is com bined w ith  a flux-difference sp litting  scheme, th a t  handles contact 

discontinuities b e tte r  (Coquel & Liou, 1995)

P ie c e w is e  p a ra b o l ic  m e th o d

T he Piecewise Parabolic  M ethod, developed by W oodw ard & Collela (1984), is a  

higher-order extension of G odunov’s m ethod  Q uadra tic  curves are used to  in terpo la te

/(QO =  / , '  +  f t (2 23)

T he flux a t an  interface betw een two cells can then  be defined as

(2 24)

(boundary  and shear layers) Several im provem ents have been m ade to  it recently to
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the  dependent variables on th e  edges of th e  piecewise cells Parabo lic  in terpo lation  

is used to  ob tain  the  left and right s ta tes  qi and qr in th e  R iem ann problem  The 

dom ain of dependence for th e  cell interface is determ ined and th e  piecewise m onotone 

parabolic  function w ithin the  dom ain of dependence is in tegrated  T he left and right 

s ta tes  a t a  cell interface are sim ply the  averages of th e  in tegrated  quantities over the  

dom ain of dependence If the  cells are equally spaced, then  the  scheme is fourth-order 

accurate, otherw ise it is th ird -o rder m sm ooth  regions of th e  flow

Zeus Model

Stone & N orm an (1993) im plem ent the ir code using an  ad ap ta tio n  of the  piecewise 

parabolic m ethod  (PPM ) of W oodw ard & Colella (1984) T hey  do not use a R iem ann 

solver to  solve for the  fluxes b u t ra th e r a sim ple advection m ethod This was the  

basis for the  m ethod  used by Downes (1997) for his thesis Falle (2002) tested  Zeus 

and found th a t  it was only acceptable for use m gas dynam ics if th e  linear artificial 

viscosity is m ultiplied by the  sm allest local C ouran t num ber since th e  shock errors 

are small m  th is  case

2 2 3 Alternative methods 

Smooth particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)

SPH is a mesh-less Lagrangian m ethod  th a t uses a  pseudo-particle in terpolation  

m ethod to  com pute sm ooth  field variables Each pseudo-particle has a mass, La

grangian position, Lagrangian velocity and in ternal energy O ther quantities can be 

derived from  in terpo lation  or from constitu tive relations T he m ethod was originally 

developed independently  by Lucy (1977) and by Gm gold & M onaghan (1977) for 

astrophysics purposes SPH  is well established m  m any areas of astrophysics, from 

cosmic stru c tu re  form ation and galaxy form ation to  the  dynam ics of accretion disks
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T he advantage of the  mesh-less approach is th a t  it does not suffer from  th e  m esh 

d isto rtion  problem s th a t  lim it Lagrangian approaches based on stru c tu red  a  mesh 

when sim ulating large deform ations I t also allows for individual tim e-steps for each 

particle  C om putationally , th is can be give a  3-fold speedup over m esh based m ethods 

T he m am  problem  w ith  SPH  is th a t  it gives poor results in regions of low density 

O ther lim ita tions of SPH include the  difficulties in m odelling system s w ith extrem ely 

different characteristic  lengths and the  fact th a t  boundary  conditions usually require 

a m ore involved trea tm en t th a n  in finite volume schemes

2.3 The Riemann problem

A conservation law together w ith  piecewise constan t d a ta  having a  single d iscontinuity  

is known as th e  R iem ann problem  In  general, th e  R iem ann problem  consists of the  

conservation law qt +  f (q )x =  0 together w ith the  special in itial d a ta

(2 25)

T he form of th e  solution depends on th e  relationship  betw een qi and qr

Solving the  R iem ann problem  can be viewed as finding a way of sp litting  up 

the  jum p  from  qt to  qr into a  series of jum ps, each of which can propagate  a t an 

appropria te  speed Each X% is an  eigenvalue of th e  m  x m  m atrix  A  m  the  general 

equation qt +  Aqx =  0

The solution consists of elem entary  waves as illustra ted  m figure 2 1 An in terest

ing p roperty  of the  solution is th a t  the  flow variables are constan t along stra igh t lines 

in x  — t  space, m o ther words, the  solution is self-similar In  particu lar it is constan t 

in tim e a t th e  interface As long as th e  solutions a t each interface of each interval do 

no t in terac t it is possible to  com pute th e  exact solution a t the  new tim e level from 

th e  in itial piecewise constan t d a ta  I t is then  possible to  com pute th e  new cell values 

and res ta rt th e  process

t n \ f qi if x <  0
«M ) = { £ if i  > o
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x=  Xt2

F ig u re  2 1 Solution to the linearized Riemann problem

2.4 Scheme Used

In th is work we have used a m ethod based on Van Leer’s MUSCL scheme I t is a 

Godunov type  m ethod  th a t  is spatially  and tem porally  second order accurate  We
t

use the  m inm od m ethod  (equation 2 21) to  lim it th e  slopes of th e  piecewise linear 

approxim ations to  prevent oscillations occurring m  the  presence of strong  shocks To 

resolve the fluxes a t the  cell boundaries a linear R iem ann solver is used except where 

th e  resolved pressure differs from either th e  left or right s ta te  a t  the  cell interface by 

m ore th a n  10% In  th is case a  non-linear R iem ann solver is used This stra tegy  helps 

to  optim ise th e  code’s efficiency while allowing for proper trea tm en t of shocks and  

rarefactions in non-sm ooth regions of the  flow

A n explicit technique is used to  in tegrate  the  schem e on a  2-D cylindncally  sym 

m etric grid We use an  explicit scheme because th e  tim e-step  m ust be kept sm all 

to  track  th e  changes m  the  physical variables For such short tim e-steps an explicit

i
i
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scheme is less com putationally  expensive th a n  an  im plicit scheme As a  resu lt the  

scheme m ust obey th e  C ourant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition to  m ain tain  num er

ical s tab ility  T h a t is, no signal can travel a  d istance of m ore th a n  one cell w id th  in 

one tim e-step

2 4 1 Basic Equations

The equations to  be solved for the  hydrodynam ics, ionisation and dissociation are

1  -  - v  w

(2 26)

^   ̂ V  [ p u u + p l ] (2 27)

|  =  - V  l ( e + p ) u } - L (2 28)

^  =  V  [na xu\ +  J {x ,nn ,T ) (2 29)

^  =  V  [n-H2u] n H2nHk(T) (2 30)

dix
^  =  V  \nHu] +  2nn2na k(T) (2 31)

i r  =  - v  { p T U )

(2 32)

where p, u, p ) I  and e are the  m ass density, velocity, pressure, identity  m atrix  and to 

ta l energy density respectively nh  i s  th e  num ber density  of atom ic hydrogen and n n 2 

is the  num ber density of m olecular hydrogen x is th e  ionisation fraction of atom ic 

hydrogen, T  is the  tem pera tu re , k(T)  is the  dissociation coefficient of m olecular hy

drogen, J(x,  n n 3T ), is th e  ra te  of ion isation /recom bination  of atom ic hydrogen and 

t  is a  scalar th a t  is used to  track  th e  je t gas We also have the  following definitions

p  =  nkBT

1 Cv
e = 2 pu u + r Bp

(2 33) 

(2 34)
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L — Lrad +  Ej Jix,  77-h, T)  H- EjjkiT)  (2 35)

where cv is th e  specific hea t a t constan t volume, kB is B olzm ann’s constan t, Ei  is the  

ionisation energy of hydrogen and E D is the  dissociation energy of H 2 L represents 

th e  energy loss and  gam  due to  rad iative and chemical processes L rad is the  loss due 

to  rad iative transitions (see section 2 6 for m ore details) T he second and  th ird  term  

in equation 2 35 represent the  energy dum ped in to  th e  ionisation of H and the  energy 

dum ped into dissociation of H2 respectively T he dissociation coefficient k{T)  comes 

from Dove &; M andy (1986) and th e  ionisation ra te , J ,  is th a t  used by Falle & R aga 

(1995)

2 4 2 Numerical scheme

T he conserved Euler equations are solved num erically in the  following m anner T he 

code has been designed to  work bo th  m  slab sym m etry  and in cylindrical sym m etry  

As the  results presented m th is  work rela te  to  sim ulations ru n  m cylindrical sym m etry  

we shall outline the  num erical scheme in rela tion  to  th is geom etry The cylm drically 

sym m etric sim ulations should give a  b e tte r  approxim ation  to  a  full three-dim ensional 

approach as slab sym m etry  does not s tre tch  th e  flow as it moves away from the  axis 

of the  je t The set-up  for the  solution to  th e  equations m  cylindrical sym m etry  is 

derived from the  m ethod  m  Falle (1991)

We have adopted  a tw o-step approach to  achieving second order accuracy m tim e 

The first step  is first order accurate  m  space and  is used to  allow for some varia tion  

in th e  s ta te  of a cell over the  course of the  tim e-step  T he values m the  cells after 

th e  first s tep  are used to  determ ine th e  fluxes for th e  second, spatially  second-order 

accurate  step

In cylindrical sym m etry, s tric t conservation is im possible since we have to  work 

w ith  the  rad ial m om entum  and th is is no t a  conserved quan tity  However, by in

troducing  a  source term  in to  the  conservation equations to  account for th is, we can 

m ain tain  conservation to  accuracy of tru n ca tio n  error We can w rite th e  Euler equa-
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8Q 8 F  , l d r G _ f} „
dt dz r  d r

t i o n s  i n  t h e  f o r m

where

is the vector of conserved quantities u and v are the velocity components in the axial 

and radial directions respectively

pu
p  _  I p +  pu2 

1 puv 
u(e +  p)

pv
. puv 
* p  +  pv2 

v(e +  p)

are the fluxes m the z and r  directions e, the total energy per unit volume is given

by

e = \p (u 2 + V2) + j - p  (2 37)

where is the specific heat S is the source term and is given by

In cylindrical symmetry, the volume of a cell ( i , j )  with sides from (z -  I )  A h  < 

z < iA h  and ( j  -  1 ) A h <  r  < jA h ,  where A h  is the spatial discretisation, is given

by

K j  =  [7r(jA /i)2 — t t ( ( j  — l)A /i)2] A /i

= tt(2j -  1)Ah3 (2 38)
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Given the solution at tim e n we can derive the solution at tim e n +  1 using the 

discretisation

«X+1 =  Q"
A/i

p T l + 1 / 2    p 7 l + l / 2
*  Î + 1 / 2 J  ^  X - 1 / 2 . J

+  A i S " +1/2 (2 39)

The mean value of Q  m cell (z, j )  at time n is derived from the integral

^  =  W  /  Q ( ^ , t n) ^  (2 40)
V ( j - l ) A / i  «/ ( i—l ) A / i

and G  are the axial and radial fluxes respectively and are given by

n  rn +1  r j A h

F ' X ! i = m ^ m L  i , (241)
1 r n + l  r i A h

° C ^ - 5 H j£ (2 42)
where At represents the time discretisation and these are the fluxes averaged over 

time and the cell interfaces The source term, averaged over time and the volume of 

the cell, is given by

c\ pn+1  y j A / i  r i A  h

S”j 1/2 =  7w v~  /  /  S (z ,r , t)dzd rd t  (2 43)
^ V%,j J n  J ( j - l ) A h  J ( t - l ) A h

9_  f n + 1 r j A  h r i A h
I /
(j — l ) A h  J ( z - l ) A h

The source term m a cell varies depending on the radial coordinate of the cell with 

respect to the axis of sym m etry This is due to the fact that the upper face of the 

cell, at j  +  1, has a slightly larger surface than the lower face ( j )  this gives cells 

further from the axis a larger volume than those closer to the axis W e evaluate S 

by assuming a constant pressure and then integrating over the cell This gives us

/  \  n + l/2  ft pn-{-1 p A h  r ih
( ? )  =  - g - p *  /  /  /  dzdrdt
\ r J  tj AtVtJ ' J n 7(3-i)A/i J(t-l)Ah

(2 44)
(2j -  l ) A h
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We can achieve second order accuracy in tim e by using th e  first order scheme to 

ob tain  an  in term ediate  solution Q™*1̂ 2 a t  the  half tim e n - 1- 1/2  Q™*1̂ 2 is th en  used 

to  determ ine the  second order fluxes To achieve second order accuracy m  space we 

require knowledge of the  gradients w ithm  each cell C are has to  be taken to  ensure 

th a t  we do no t cause oscillations in the  region of shocks so we apply  a non-linear 

averaging function (equation 2 22) to  the  gradients which has the  effect of tak ing  the 

sm allest of th e  two gradients on either side of the  cell interface to  lim it the  slopes 

(van Leer, 1977) Here, we use the  prim itive variables as they  are m ore convenient to  

work w ith
/  P \

u 
v 
P

nH
Uh2 

x
\  T /

where p is the  density, u and v are th e  axial and  rad ial velocities respectively, p  is the  

pressure, nH and nn2 are th e  num ber densities of atom ic and m olecular hydrogen, x 

is the  ionisation fraction and r  is the  tag  variable for tracking  the je t  m ateria l T he 

gradients for these variables in a cell (z ,j)  are calculated from

for the non-zero component of S

P  =

d P \ n+1/2
=  av

7571+1/2   ipn+l/2 pn+1/2   pn+1/2 \
* ^ 1 ,3  - * 1 + 1 ,3  M  \

Ah Ah
(2 45)

and for the  fluxes m th e  rad ial d irection th e  grad ien ts are calculated as follows 

n+1/2

dr
=  av

pn-> r 1 /2  _  p n + 1/2  p n + 1 / 2  __ p  ^ n + l / 2 \
i,3~ 1 i,3 +1

h3 ra( j ) - r g( ] - 1 ) ’ rg(j +  1 ) -  rg(j) J
(2 46)

where av(a,b) is the  averaging function and rg(j)  is th e  rad ial coordinate of the  centre 

of gravity  for a  cell w ith  rad ial index j  We determ ine th is value using th e  following
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equation

(2 47)

The av function to determine the gradients is the minmod method described in section 

2 4 1 and given by equation 2 21 The value returned by the function is defined 

equation 2 22

Once we have determined the gradients in the cells either side of the interface we 

are calculating the fluxes at, we can set up the left and right states for the Riemann 

problem If we let Q * =  (Qh Q T) be the resolved state, where Q t and Q r are the 

values of the state variables to the left and right of the cell interface, then the fluxes 

across the interface (z +  1/2, j) , for example, at time n +  1/2 are given by

We need to evaluate our source term for the second order time-step To do this we 

use the linear pressure distribution to evaluate the integral in equation 2 43 This

(2 48)

where the left and right states are defined as

(2 49)

(2 50)

Similarly, when calculating th e  rad ial fluxes they  are defined as

(2 51)

(2 52)
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Once th e  second order fluxes have been calculated, we can u p d a te  th e  cells, using 

equation 2 39, to  have the  values a t tim e n +  1 Before we can res ta rt the  process, 

we m ust recalculate th e  tim e-step  which m ust satisfy th e  C ourant s tab ility  condition 

T his is done by evaluating the  m axim um  wave speed m  each cell This is calculated  

from

for C  is g rea ter th a n  the  previous one then  we shall use th is new value in the  following 

tim e-step  However, if th is value exceeds 0 3 we shorten  th e  tim e-step  by 10% and 

the  tim e-step  is repeated  T his is to  prevent any inform ation propagating  m ore th a n

certain  fraction of 0 3 then  we increase th e  length  of the  tim e-step  for the  purpose of 

com putational efficiency

2 4 3 Riemann Solver

T he m ethod we use to  solve th e  R iem ann problem  a t the  cell interfaces is a  hybrid 

scheme involving a  linear solver to  solve th e  fluxes m sm ooth  regions and a  non

linear solver m the  presence of shocks and  rarefactions We ob ta in  th e  solution to  the  

R iem ann problem  using th e  prim itive variables

T he non-linear solver can be broken down into th ree  cases, the  case where there  

is a  double rarefaction  occurring a t the  interface, where there  is a  double shock

(2 54)

where C  is the  courant num ber and 7  is the  ra tio  of specific heats If the  new value

0 3 of a  cell m  one tim e-step  Similarly, if the  value for C  is found to be less th a n  a
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F ig u re  2 2 The Riemann problem at a cell interface A linear or non-linear (used if the 
pressure m the left and right states differs by more than 10%) solver is used to determine 
the resolved state P* at the cell interface

use of th e  non-lm ear solver We use th e  non-linear solver if the  pressure in the  left 

and right s ta tes  differs by m ore th a n  10% The switching betw een the  two non-lm ear

If the  resolved pressure is less th an  th a t  of bo th  th e  left and right sta tes, th en  we 

assum e we have a  double rarefaction, otherw ise we have a shock /rarefaction  or a  

double shock

In all cases, we first determ ine th e  resolved pressure for the  linear solver This is 

given by

Ui / r  are th e  velocities in th e  left and  right s ta tes  and  C{ and CT are given by

and also where there  is a shock /rarefaction  occurring This scheme affords us the  

com putational efficiency of the  linear solver while giving us robustness th rough  the

cases is m otivated  by th e  behaviour of the  resolved pressure from  the  linear solution

(2 55)

Q  = y f m p i (2 56)

CV \J  '7tVtPt (2 57)
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Here, 7 ¡/r are the  ratios of specific heat capacity  in the  cells on either side of the  

interface, p\/T are th e  pressures on either side of th e  interface and pi/r are th e  left and 

right densities W ith  th is value for the  resolved pressure we can determ ine w hether or 

no t we need to  use th e  non-linear solver to  handle shocks or rarefactions as outlined 

above

In  the  event of a  double rarefaction, we determ ine th e  new resolved pressure 

depending on w hether the  ra tio  of specific heats  on either side of the  interface is 

equal or no t In  the  case where th e  ra tio  is the  sam e we determ ine the  new resolved 

pressure from

V = Cl , _Cr_ 
PlPf PlPf

(2 58)

where z =  In  th e  a lternative case, non-equal specific heat capacities, we use an  

ite rative  N ew ton-R aphson m ethod  to  determ ine the  value for the  resolved pressure 

Should th is fail, we resort to  a sim ple bisection m ethod

If there  is a shock /rarefaction  occurring a t th e  cell interface an iterative m ethod 

is used to  determ ine th e  resolved pressure p* is given by

P* =  yy, +  W  ^ +  W ‘Pr +  W lW r^Ul ~  ( 2 5 9 )

where

Wj =  - Ci x ai (2 60)

Wr = Cr x ar (2 61)

Here ai and ar are the  wave speeds for connecting the  s ta tes  w ith pressures p* and pt, 

and p* and pT respectively We iterate , calculating refined values for th e  wave speeds 

w ith  an  updated  value for th e  resolved pressure, un til th e  value for th e  resolved 

pressure converges

Once the  pressure has been determ ined we calculate th e  resolved density  and 

velocities For the  linear solver, the  resolved density  (p*) and velocities (u* and v*) 

will be equal to  values on e ither the  left or righ t s ta tes  depending on th e  direction of
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the  flow We determ ine the  d irection from  an  in itial estim ate  to  th e  resolved velocity, 

u*, given by

u* =  yy  l_ —  (WruT -  Wtui - p r +  Pi) (2 62)

For the  non-lm ear case we determ ine w hether th e  contact discontinuity  is to the 

right or to  th e  left of th e  cell interface by looking a t th e  sign of th e  velocity W hen 

we have the  resolved pressure, density  and velocities, we can determ ine the fluxes of 

th e  conserved variables, density, to ta l energy, parallel and perpendicular m om entum , 

and then  upd a te  them  accordingly

2.5 Numerical Setup

T he sim ulations presented in th is work were run  on a 32 processor, d istribu ted  m em 

ory m achine a t the  D ublin In stitu te  for A dvanced Studies (DIAS) To facilitate  this, 

the  code was parallelised using M PI (Message Passing Interface) as the  m eans for 

com m unication between th e  processors For a  detailed  outline of the  parallehsation  

m ethod see C hap ter 3

2 5.1 Computational domain

The com putational dom ain is initialised a t th e  s ta r t  of th e  sim ulation and w ith  the 

aid of the  parallel code we could prepare  a  grid large enough to  take je ts  advanced to  

long-term  stages of evolution A typical com putational dom ain consists of a  1 0 x  104 

by 1000 grid divided am oung and stored in th e  m em ory of the  32 available processes 

In  general th e  ra tio  of the  dim ensions of the  grid m  th e  r  and z  directions is abou t 

10 1 T he com putational dom ain is initialised to  a  set of am bient conditions w ith  the 

je t  inpu t conditions initialised in a  section of the  left-hand boundary

All of the  sim ulations were of je ts  which are density  m atched w ith  the  am bient 

m edium  a t a value of 100 cm -3 T he am bient tem p era tu re  is set to  102 K  and  the  je t 

tem p era tu re  103 K T he energy loss/gain  function L is set to  zero below 103 K as the
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d a ta  used m th e  cooling functions is unreliable below th is  tem p era tu re  and  cooling is 

no t dynam ically significant here either T he ra tio  of th e  num ber density of m olecular 

hydrogen to  th a t  of atom ic hydrogen is set to  be nH2/riH =  9 w ith in  the  je t and in 

th e  am bient m edium  T he gas is assum ed to  be one of solar abundances T he grid 

spacing was set to  be 1014 cm This value is used as it was found by Downes & Ray 

(1999) th a t  th e  efficiency of m om entum  transfer is sensitive to  grid spacing They 

found th a t  a value of 1014 cm was the  m inim um  necessary to  get reliable results 

For th e  purpose of determ ining th e  effect of different types of inpu t velocity con

ditions we have experim ented w ith  three different je t velocity profiles T hey are (1) 

“steady” , (2) “periodic” and  (3) “pulsed/ep isodic” We set the  inpu t je t velocity to  

have a tim e-averaged velocity of ?;o =  215 km s“ 1 T he  periodic je t  has a  sinusoidal 

variation  superim posed upon th is value w ith  periods of 5, 10, 20 and 50 years w ith  a 

to ta l am plitude of v\ We have set the  ra tio  Vi / vq =  0 6 for the  periodic je t For the 

steady  je t th e  ra tio  of the  vi/vo  =  0

For the  pulsed/ep isodic je t  we have set vi/vo =  0 b u t we have im posed a long-term  

pulsing of the  je t  w ith  it switching on for several hundred years and then  sw itching 

off for several hundred years We have set the  period for one com plete cycle of th is 

pulsing to  be 800 years R a th e r th a n  switching th e  je t  on and  off instantaneously, we 

have used a  ram ped s ta r t-u p  and term ina tion  of each pulse T he value for th e  velocity 

varies linearly from 30 km s“ 1 to  Vo over the  course of 50 years a t  th e  beginning of the  

pulse and inversely a t the  end of the  pulse This has been suggested (Lim et a l , 2002), 

to  give rise to  increased m olecular abundances a t the  head of the  bow-shock, which m 

tu rn , affects th e  intensity-velocity rela tion  Some au thors (Arce & G oodm an, 2001) 

have suggested th a t  observed outflows can have a  very random , episodic, natu re , 

giving rise to  an  outflow th a t  varies m  shape, m ass-loss ra te , d irection and velocity m  

an  unpredictab le  way However, for the  purpose of com parison w ith  previous work, 

we use a m ore sim plistic set-up  of th e  episodicity
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F ig u re  2 3 Set-up for the computational grid The computational grid is bounded by a 
double layer of cells The input jet is initialised m the bottom  of the left-hand boundary 
This part of the boundary is set to be reflecting and so too is the bottom  boundary All 
other boundaries are set to have gradient zero

2 5 2 Boundary Conditions

T he boundary  conditions are applied to  a double layer of “ghost cells” set-up around 

the  boundary  of the  com putational grid We need a  double layer of these cells due 

to  the  fact th a t  we are using a  13-pom t stencil m eaning th a t  calculations in any cell 

on the  com putational grid involves the  cell values a t the  two neighbouring cells in 

b o th  the  horizontal and vertical directions, along w ith  the  cell values from each of the  

cells diagonally offset from the  current one F igure 3 5 m C hap ter 3 illustrates the  

stencil T he boundary  conditions are set a t  the  s ta r t  of the  half-step and the  s ta r t  of 

the  full-step

Along th e  sym m etry  axis, r  =  0, th e  boundary  cells are set to  be reflecting of 

th e  conditions m  th e  two rows of cells along th is axis w ithm  the  com putational grid 

The values a t cell(z,-l) and cell(2,-2) will be set to  the  values m cell(z,0) and cell(z,l) 

respectively In addition, th e  sign of the  rad ial velocities is changed m  th e  cells along 

j = - l  and j = - 2
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For th e  axes r =  n and  z — m  (considering a  grid of size m  x  n  cells), we set the  

values of the  boundary  cells to  be equal to  the  values of the  cells im m ediately beside 

them  w ithm  th e  com putational grid T his results m  having a gradient of zero a t 

these boundaries and allows m ateria l to  flow freely on or off th e  grid As an  example, 

the  righ t-hand  boundary  cells c e ll (n j)  and cell(n +  l , j )  are set to  m atch  the  cells 

cell(77. -  1 j )

T he left-hand boundary  is split into two p a rts  A section betw een r  =  0 and 

r =  r3, where r3 is th e  je t  radius, w ith in  which the  inpu t je t  conditions are set-up  in 

th e  boundary  cells These cells rem ain  fixed a t these values th roughou t the  course of 

th e  sim ulation Typically, a je t radius of 50 cells is used, giving a physical radius of 

5 x 1015 cm Between r — r3 and r  =  m  we set the  boundary  cells to  zero gradient 

in the  two colum ns of cells a t  the  left-hand edge of th e  com putational grid T he 

values m c e l l ( - l j )  and cell(-2,j )  are set to  cell(0,7 ) and  c e l l ( l j )  respectively, w ith  

the  sign of the  longitudinal velocities changed as is done w ith  the radial velocities of 

the  boundary  cells along the  axis of sym m etry

To prevent num erical problem s occurring a t th e  edge of th e  je t as it enters the  

com putational dom ain we have inserted  a  shear layer of ab o u t 5 cells T he value 

for th e  density, pressure and velocity m these cells is tapered  to  m eet the  am bient 

conditions in the  first cell of th e  am bient m edium  above them  We have experim ented 

w ith w hat the  effects of varying the  w id th  of the  shear layer has on the  resulting 

outflows

2.6 Radiative Cooling & Emissions 

2 6.1 Cooling

D ue to  th e  fact th a t  we are dealing w ith a  radiatively  cooled je t, we m ust consider 

a num ber of tim escales These include the  je t  crossing tim e, the  cooling tim e, the  

ionisation tim e and  the  dissociation tim e T he je t  crossing tim e is long and is au
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tom atically  resolved so long as the  je t is w ider th a n  one grid cell and  the  courant 

num ber is less th a n  1 We ensure th a t  the  energy losses due to  cooling are consistent 

w ith  th e  dynam ics occurring by choosing a  tim e-step  th a t  ensures th a t  th e  energy 

lost in a cell due to  cooling is less th an  30% of the  in ternal energy of the  cell T he 

ionisation and dissociation tim e-scales are quite  sho rt and  th e  tim e-step  is also re

stric ted  so th a t  the  dissociated m olecular hydrogen m any one cell is lim ited to  less 

th a n  90% of th e  to ta l m olecular hydrogen in th a t  cell

To ensure th a t  the  cooling and dissociation functions are calculated properly, 

the  code perform s sub-steps after th e  flux calculations have been com pleted m  each 

dynam ical tim e-step  Doing th is reduces th e  error involved in allowing large am ounts 

of energy loss and dissociation m any dynam ical tim e-step  The lengths of these 

sub-steps are chosen such th a t  the  change m  the  in ternal energy in any one of the  

sub-steps is less th a n  5%, and  th e  change m  th e  m olecular hydrogen num ber density 

is less th a n  10% We assum e th a t  the  fluxes across cell interfaces is zero for these 

sub-steps, which can only be valid if th e  courant num ber for the  dynam ical tim e-step  

is quite low T he value used here is C  <  0 3

T he m olecular cooling function used is from  Lepp k, Schull (1983) T he rad iative 

cooling ra te , Ar , is fitted  to  a  sum  of term s representing v ibrational and ro ta tiona l 

cooling from bo th  H — H2 and H2 -  H2 collisions I t is given by

Jvh  ^  ^ r h
(2 63)

where the  v ibrational cooling coefficients a t high and low density  are

Lvh =  (1 10 x 10“ 13ergs s " 1) e x p (-6 7 4 4 K / T )  (2 64)

Lvi =  [nukuiO, 1) +  n H2A:H2( 0 ,1)] x (8 18 x 10_ 13ergs) (2 65)

where the  term s A;h(0, 1 ) and & h 2 ( 0 ,  1 ) are the  v =  0 —► 1 collisional excitation  ra te  for 

transitions involving H and  H 2 respectively Since cooling due to  H2 — H2 in teractions
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are only im p o rtan t for low tem pera tu res (Lepp & Shull, 1983), we ignore th e  ^Ha(0, 1 ) 

te rm  &h(0, 1 ) is defined as

, , , f (1 0 X lO -12) ! ^  e x p ( = ™ )  if T  >  1635K  . .
'=»(»'>) =  ( ( U x  ,0 - » ) exp [ *  - r(a4 ) ’] ,f T < 1635/f <2 “ >

T he ro ta tiona l cooling ra te  coefficients a t high and low density are

Lrh =  3 90 x l ( T 19exp ( ^ p ^ )  (2 67)

Lri =  Q(n)  1 38 x 10~22e z p ^  ^ ^ ^ )  (2 68)

where

Q{n) =  n{H 2)° 77 +  1 2n(H )° 77 (2 69)

is a function th a t  bridges the  gap between the  low density  (A oc n 2) and high density  

(A oc n) lim its of the  cooling This function is applicable in the  tem pera tu re  range

100K  < T  <  1 x lO5^  If T  >  105K ,  we set the  m olecular cooling to  zero as the

num ber densities of H2 will be very low a t these high tem pera tu res due to  collisional 

dissociation

2 6.2 Line Emission

The in tensity  of emission from transitions of observational in terest were calculated 

m  the  same way as by Downes (1997) These include forbidden (SII) and m olecular 

lines (H2), and perm itted  and sem i-forbidden lines (several lines of hydrogen, helium, 

n itrogen and  sulpher) Forbidden line emissions were calculated assum ing a Boltz

m ann d istribu tion  of populations of th e  electronic levels T he equation for the  energy 

em itted  th rough  each forbidden atom ic line is

L = nA£ye x p (^ )^
where A El3 is th e  energy of th e  tran sitio n  and E t is th e  energy of the  upper level m 

the  tran sitio n  n  is th e  num ber density  of the  p articu la r ion T he num ber densities
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of all ions, except for H + , were calculated  assum ing ionisation equilibrium  and  th a t 

each ion has the  sam e flow velocity as the  rest of th e  fluid T  is th e  tem pera tu re , Q.n 

is the  p a rtitio n  function for the  ion, which relates th e  microscopic properties of the  

atom s and molecules to  th e  bulk  therm odynam ic properties of th e  gas, and A%3 is the  

p robability  per second of a  tran sition  from level % to  level j  This equation was also 

used to  calculate th e  emissions for m olecular hydrogen

T he emissions from  perm itted  and sem i-forbidden lines were calculated assum 

ing transitions occurred exclusively by collisional excitation  followed im m ediately by 

rad iative de-excitation (D opita  (1977)) T he ra te  of th e  process is given by

where the  tran sitio n  is from level i to  level j  and QtJ is the  collisional s treng th  of the  

transition , u % is th e  s ta tis tica l weight of the  level z, and  ne is the  electron num ber 

density

2.7 Methods for dealing with numerical problems

T here are several num erical problem s th a t  can occur m th e  sim ulation of supersonic 

flows th a t  involve cooling effects, particu larly  m th e  presence of shocks and rarefac

tions Dealing w ith  them  can only be done th rough  tria l and error and the  use of ad 

hoc m ethods Here, we outline the  ones we are m ost concerned w ith  and the way we 

have dealt w ith  them

2 7 1 Artificial Viscosity

To prevent the  undesirable effects of oscillations appearing  m  th e  solution m the 

presence of a  strong  gradient, we have explicitly included some artificial viscosity in 

the  flux calculations T he viscosity te rm  is given by

R,, =  8 63 x  l ( n V ^ - T - 1/2exp
~{E3 -  E J  

kT
(2 71)

PpA u 2 
vi - (2 72)
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where A u is th e  change m  the  velocity across the  cell interface, p is th e  resolved 

density, A x  is the  cell spacing and I is some coefficient T he use of artificial viscosity 

is an inexact science in com putational fluid dynam ics b u t there  is general agreem ent 

th a t  th e  judicious use of th is quan tity  can lead to  reasonable and  accurate  solutions 

For Z, we have found th a t  a value of between 0 15 and 0 2 is th e  m inim um  needed to 

give a  sm ooth  and stable solution

T he value for vi is then  added to  the  m om entum  flux perpendicular to  the  cell 

interface The energy flux equation is also upda ted  accordingly to  ensure th a t  we do 

not affect its conservation

2 7 2 Shear Viscosity

In  the sim ulation of supersonic je ts  there  are m any regions where strong  shear layers 

can occur T he m ost no tab le  is th a t  of th e  boundary  betw een the  je t  itself and the  

m side of the  outflow cocoon Here, the  high velocity, high density  je t is surrounded 

by a slow moving, low density  region Over th e  course of a  long sim ulation, the  lack of 

any sort of m om entum  transfer between these two regions can give rise to problem s 

T his is a num erical problem  as th e  je t m ateria l and th e  cocoon m ateria l usually he 

m  cells adjacent to  each o ther w ithou t any tapering  betw een them  In  reality, slow 

m oving m ateria l residing m the  shear layer betw een the  two regions is accelerated by 

the  je t and results in a net transfer of m om entum  across th e  layer

To cope w ith th is problem  we have in troduced a  shear viscosity term  to  th e  flux 

equations to  try  and  aid the  transfer of m om entum  across the  shear layer To calculate 

th e  shear viscosity we need to  determ ine the  values for d u / d y , th e  ra te  of change of 

the  velocity perpendicular to  th e  cell interface w ith  respect to  th e  parallel direction, 

and d v / d x , th e  ra te  of change of th e  velocity parallel to  th e  cell interface in the  

perpendicular d irection F igure 3 6 m  C hap ter 3 illustrates w hat is required If we
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consider the interface at (i — 1/2, j) , we can write du /dy  as

du  _  (wjj+i 4- '^i~i,j+i)/2 — +  uẑ i j - i ) / 2  fCi
dy -  2 (2 73)

where the ult3±i and are the velocities perpendicular to the cell interfaces

above and below the interface (i — 1/2, j )  The value for d v /d x  for any interface is 

simply given by the difference between the vr and vi, the velocities parallel to the 

interface m the left and right states That is

Tx = v' - vi (274)

We then need to incorporate these quantities into our flux calculations For the 

momentum flux parallel to the interface we add m a shear velocity term that will 

allow for the transfer of some momentum across the interface even m the case of a 

strong shear layer The new flux becomes

+  (2 75)

where vs is some coefficient that we have determined by trial and error to give enough 

transfer of momentum to give a more physical behaviour at shear layers without 

adversely affecting the overall solution We found that a value of 0 01 is enough to 

give an appropriate transfer

2 7 3 Dealing with Negative Pressures

It is a common problem of conservative schemes, that negative pressures can be 

computed m the regions of the flow where the internal energy is very small compared 

to the kinetic energy The internal energy and pressure are calculated from the total 

energy after the kinetic energy has been subtracted out Typical regions where this 

can occur are low density, high speed flows Small inaccuracies in the conserved 

quantities can lead to the value of the kinetic energy exceeding that of the total 

energy which results in a negative pressure being calculated
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In the  event of a negative pressure being calculated m  a  cell, one possible solution 

to  th is problem  is to  sim ply set the  value of th e  pressure m  th a t  cell back to  the  

value it had  a t th e  beginning of the  half-step However, we have found th a t  using 

th is m ethod, m m ost cases, m erely results in th e  negative pressure being calculated 

again m  th e  following tim e-step  and over th e  course of long sim ulation can result m a 

significant am ount of ex tra  energy being added A less costly m ethod  is to  assign the 

value for the  pressure m  th e  cell w ith  the  negative pressure to  the  m axim um  value for 

the  pressure a t the  beginning of the  half-step m  each of its four neighbouring cells 

For example, if a negative pressure is encountered m  cell ( i , j )  th en  we reassign the  

value for the  pressure m  th a t  cell according to

w here phJ is th e  pressure m cell ( i , j )  We have found th a t  using th is m ethod  helps 

prevent th e  re-occurrence of th e  negative pressure m  th a t  cell in subsequent tim e- 

steps

(2 76)
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Chapter 3 

Numerical Method: Code 

Par allelisat ion

E nhanced com puter application  perform ance is th e  only practical purpose of parallel 

processing In the  field of C om putational F luid  D ynam ics (C FD ), harnessing th e  

aggregate capabilities of m ultip le processors can allow an application to  run  over 

m uch larger dom ains, for m uch longer tim e-scales, and to  greater resolutions T he 

key to  successfully adap ting  a C FD  code to  ru n  m a parallel environm ent is to  ensure 

th a t  all of the  processors are used efficiently by balancing the  com putational load 

am ong them

In th is chap ter we will give a detailed  account of how th e  parallélisation of the  

code described m  C hap ter 2 was im plem ented T he parallélisation stra tegy  is based 

on a  dom ain decom position approach and is im plem ented using the  M essage Pass

ing Interface (M PI) software which is th e  industry  s tan d ard  for d istribu ted  m em ory 

parallel program m ing We will go th rough  th e  steps th a t  were taken  m evolving the 

parallélisation scheme to  an effective load-balanced m ethod
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Serial

Figure 3.1: Splitting of a one dimensional grid over several processors in a one dimensional 
simulation. The two edge cells on the boundaries of each processor’s domain need to be 
passed to the neighbouring processor. The values from these cells are stored in buffer cells 
on the edge of the neighbouring processor’s domain.

3.1 Simple Splitting

3.1.1 Splitting of the computational grid

For the  sake of sim plicity and  experim entation, initially, it was chosen to  develop the  

parallélisation m ethod on a 1-dim ensional code. T he 1-D code consisted of a  single 

line of cells across which a shock wave would propagate. T he cells were divided am ong 

the  available processors as shown in figure 3.1. Each processor takes an  equal share 

of the  to ta l num ber of cells and  com m unications take place between neighbouring 

processors in order to  m ain tain  the  continuity  of the  outflow sim ulation as it crosses 

the  boundaries betw een processor’s sections of the  com puta tional grid. Some global 

com m unications are also necessary to  m ain ta in  synchronisation in such variables as 

the  C ourant num ber, for example.

For the  flux calculations in any particu la r cell, inform ation from the  four neigh

bouring cells is required (two in each direction). W hen a processor is calculating the  

fluxes in a  cell a t the  edge of its dom ain it requires inform ation from cells on th e  

neighbouring processor to  com plete the  calculations. For exam ple, when processor 

P n , w ith  m  cells in its dom ain, reaches the  poin t where it needs to  calculate th e  fluxes 

across the  cell interfaces of cells m — 2 and  m — 1 in tim e-step  t , it will require the
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cell values m th e  first two cells of processor P n+i To achieve th is, these cell values 

are packed into a  message a t the  beginning of tim e-step  t  by processor P n+i and sent 

to  processor Pn Processor Pn receives th e  message and unpacks th e  two sets of cell 

values in to  its buffer cells which are denoted by m  and m  + 1  W hen the  unpacking is 

com plete, it is possible to  proceed w ith  tim e-step  t  and th e  fluxes in cells m  — 2 and 

m  — 1 can be calculated correctly This allows the  sim ulation to  m ain tain  its conti

nuity  across processor boundaries F igure 3 1 illustrates how such a  com m unication 

would take place

3 1.2 Splitting a 2-dimensional grid

W ith  a working m odel for the  1-dim ensional code it was then  possible to  develop 

a m ethod  for the  2-dim ensional code In  th is case the  dom ain is initialised as a 

rectangu lar grid of cells, of the  correct dim ensions and size sufficient to  contain  the  

fully-formed je t and  outflow a t the  end of the  sim ulation T his can vary depending on 

th e  type  of inpu t conditions used (ad iabatic  je t, cooled je t, wide or narrow  opening 

angle, etc ) I t  is also constrained by the  to ta l am ount of m em ory available l e the  

sum  of the  m em ory m all of th e  m achines to  be used m  the  sim ulations Usually 

the  grid will have its g reatest dim ension in th e  d irection of th e  je t inpu t velocity as, 

ultim ately, the  outflow will be collim ated in th is d irection A typical grid size will 

be of the  order 12000 x 1000 cells for a sim ulation th a t  will last for a few thousand  

years T hree copies are required for th e  upd a tin g  of the  grid cells th a t  occurs during 

the  tim e-steps Each cell requires 16 “doubles” m  m em ory Each double is 8 bytes 

in size so th a t  gives a  to ta l m em ory requirem ent of ~  4 5 G igabytes m  to ta l A t th e  

tim e of th is work, th e  only way to  fulfil th is m em ory requirem ent is to  combine the  

m em ory of several m achines in a cluster F igure 3 3 illustrates how the  outflow m ight 

look when it reaches an evolved s ta te

T he com putational grid is split into blocks of cells, each processor holding one 

of these blocks m its local m em ory To split th e  grid for parallehsation , there  are
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P3 P4 P5

P0 P1 P2

Figure 3.2: Splitting strategies for a 2-dimensional grid. The closer to squares the sub- 
domains are, the less significant is the time taken to do the communications between pro
cessors. The left-hand figure is the best choice in this respect.

M----------------------------------------------------  3600 cells  H

Figure 3.3: An example of an outflow simulation in an evolved state. This is a log-scale 
plot of the density of a radiatively cooled jet. The dashed lines represent inter-processor 
boundaries and how the computational grid would be typically split among the processors.

two possible approaches: 1-dim ensional and  2-dim ensional. We seek to  m inimise the  

am ount of com m unicating necessary betw een the  processors as th is will reduce the  

length  of tim e it takes to  run  a sim ulation. T he com m unication overhead is m inim ised 

where the  area to  perim eter ra tio  of a  block is m axim ized, i.e. th e  larger th e  volume 

a block of cells has relative to  th e  to ta l length  of its boundaries th e  b e tte r. This 

essentially m eans th a t  th e  closer th e  d a ta  blocks are to  perfect squares the  sm aller the  

com m unication overhead will be. F igure 3.2 shows two possible sp litting  strategies. 

If we take the  case where we have a grid of size 1000 x 400 cells w ith  10 available 

processors then  th e  optim um  split will be 5 x 2 processors. In  th is  case each processor 

will have 200 x 200 cells.

D e c o m p o s it io n  R o u t in e

A t th e  s ta r t  of a  sim ulation, enough m em ory for the  m axim um  desired size of the  

outflow m ust be allocated. This is dependent m ainly on how m uch m em ory is available

i i i i ii i i i i
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m to ta l across all the  processors T he desire is to  run  th e  sim ulation for as long as is 

feasibly possible T he overall grid is then  split am ong th e  available processors In  the  

parallelised code there  is a  function th a t  perform s the  dom ain decom position a t the  

beginning of th e  sim ulation I t  tries to  ensure th a t  th e  dim ensions of each processor’s 

local grid are as close as possible to  being square However, m  th e  sim ulation of 

jet-d riven  m olecular outflows, due to  the  their collim ated natu re , it is m ore suitable 

to  split the  dom ain in to  sections th a t  are m ore akin to  long rectangles How we split 

up the  com putational grid also depends on th e  num ber of processors th a t  are to  be 

used for the  sim ulation F igure 3 3 shows how a  fully evolved outflow m ight look and 

how its com putational grid m ight be split am ong 12 processors

The basic algorithm  for decom posing the  grid is as follows The goal is to  get 

each sub-dom am  to  be as close as possible to  a square T he algorithm  will work for 

all even num bers of processors as well as for a  single processor It will no t work for 

odd num bers of processors o ther th an  1 We first calculate the  ‘split fac to r’ (Cahill, 

2001) w  as follows

N*U) =  — ----- —  (3 1)
Nx +  Ny v ;

where Nx is th e  to ta l num ber of cells allocated  in the  x-direction and N y is th e  to ta l

num ber of cells allocated  in th e  y-direction T hen  nx and ny, th e  num ber of processors 

to  be allocated m  the  x and y directions respectively, is calculated  in the  following 

m anner

nx =  I (nprocw) -f 0 5| (3 2)

Thy —
nproc

(3 3)
nx

Here, nproc is th e  to ta l num ber of processors allocated for the  sim ulation If the  

num ber of processors m  th e  x-direction m ultiplied by th e  num ber in the  y-direction 

doesn’t equate  to  the  to ta l num ber of processors available, then  processors are added
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Figure 3.4: Simple splitting of the computational grid. The jet enters the grid from the left- 
hand boundary and propagates across the decomposed grid crossing processor boundaries 
seamlessly. Inter-processor communications take place at the processor boundaries during 
each time-step to ensure that each processor has all the information it needs to perform the 
flux calculations in all of the cells in its section of the computational grid.

onto or sub trac ted  from the  num ber in the  x-direction according to  the  following 

criteria:

„ _  I  nx +  1 if nx < n y 
x \  nx — 1 otherwise

and ny is recalculated. B oth  nx and ny are set to  1 in the  case where only one

processor is being used.

An exam ple of how a  sim ple sp litting  of the  grid m ight look is shown in figure

3.4. T he initialised je t is fed into the  com puta tional dom ain of the  first processor on

the  left and it th en  p ropagates in the  d irection of the  inpu t velocity vector, crossing

processor boundaries seamlessly.
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To m ain tain  th e  continuity  of the  sim ulation across th e  boundaries betw een each pro

cessor’s section of th e  com puta tional dom ain we need to  perform  com m unications 

betw een th e  processors T he code we are using is a  tim e-stepping  code and the  calcu

lations of th e  fluxes across the  boundaries of each grid cell a t  each tim e-step  require 

inform ation from  several of th e  neighbouring cells As a result, we m ust com m unicate 

cell values betw een processors during  each tim e-step  A t th e  processor boundaries 

there  are a set of buffer cells into which are copied th e  cell values for the  cells a t 

th e  edge of the  neighbouring processor F igure 3 5 illustrates th is These comm u

nications are “local” com m unications as they  only involve com m unications betw een 

two adjacent processors T here is also a requirem ent for “global” com m unications 

betw een all of th e  processors a t th e  end of each tim e-step  m  order to  synchronise 

certain  param eters such as th e  C ourant num ber

Local Communications

Recalling from section 2 4 2 m  C hap ter 2, th e  s ta te  vector, Q , in each cell is u pda ted  

during  each half-step according to  equation 3 4

3.1.3 Communications Local & Global

Q S 1 =
A t 
M

iïl+l/2
1+1/2J

2 3 - 1 -  o  -  i ) C - v 2 +  A t S n-(-1/2 (3 4)

where F  and G  denote the  fluxes in th e  axial and  rad ia l directions respectively and  S  

is the  source term  The resulting  s ta te  depends on th e  fluxes of the  various param eters 

across each of the  cell faces For the  second order scheme we have used, we need the  

inform ation from the  two neighbouring cells m  each direction (up, down, left and  

right) to  calculate th e  gradients of th e  prim itive variables For exam ple, if we w ant 

to  calculate the  flux of a variable U across the  righ t-hand  face of a cell w ith  index 2,7
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Processor n Processor n+1

Buffer cells

Figure 3.5: Calculations at each cell involve 1 2  neighbouring cells. This can result in a 
calculation at a particular cell close to the boundary of a processes domain requiring cell 
information from a neighbouring process.
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we would use the  following equations to  calculate the  g rad ien t of U to  th e  left and 

right of the  interface

9i =  — 1̂,3") î,3 Uz—i j )  (3 5)

for th e  gradient of U on the  left of th e  interface, and

gr — ¡_2j  — i j  — Ulj') (3 6)

for th e  right of th e  interface (note th a t  for the  sake of sim plicity we have ignored any 

term s related  to  cylindrical sym m etry) The av function is defined as m  equation 

2 22 m  C hap ter 2

To calculate equations 3 5 and 3 6 for all sides of a cell, it is clear th a t  we require 

inform ation from  the  two adjacent cells m each direction Additionally, to  work 

ou t th e  shear viscosity (section 3 6 in C hap ter 2), inform ation from th e  four cells 

diagonally offset from  the  cell i , j  is also required T his is to  work out the  velocity 

gradient parallel to  th e  cell interfaces (see figure 3 6) In  all, inform ation from twelve 

neighbouring cells is required W hen one or m ore of these cells resides on one or 

m ore neighbouring processors there  is a need for a com m unication of cells betw een 

the  processors (figure 3 5)

Global Communications

A t the  end of every tim e-step  we need to  recalculate th e  value for th e  tim e-step  to  

account for any changing conditions arising on the  com putational grid To do th is we 

first calculate th ree  variables on each processor’s grid the  C ourant num ber, which 

is the  m axim um  wave speed on th e  grid m  term s of cell spacing, A, a  m easure of 

th e  m axim um  cooling tak ing  place m  any one cell and ‘discheck’, a  m easure of the  

m axim um  am ount of dissociation tak ing  place m  any one cell If any of these values 

falls outside a  range of allowed values, we then  increase or decrease th e  tim e-step  

value accordingly Before we can recalculate th e  tim e-step  we figure ou t the  m axim um
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Current Cell
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/+■i/2
Figure 3.6: Calculation of the shear viscosity requires information from the cells diagonally 
offset from the current cell. Here, we wish to calculate the shear viscosity at the cell interface 
i +  1/2, j  (highlighted in red). To do this we need to know the velocity gradient parallel to 
this interface. This, in turn, requires that we know the velocities at the points z+1/2, j ±  1/2 
(blue dots). The velocities at these points are taken as the average of the velocities in the 
cells either side of the interface, in this case, cells z, j  ±  1 and i +  1 , j  ±  1 .
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values for each of these variables across th e  entire com putational grid We do this 

by using th e  M PI function MPLAllreduce which takes a m athem atica l operation  as 

one of its argum ents In  th is case we tell it to  get the  m axim um  value for the  th ree 

variables and relay th is value to  all of the  processors

3.2 Redistributive Splitting &; Load Balancing

3 2.1 Method for Load-balancing

W ith  the  simple sp litting  of the  grid am ong th e  available processors it was possible to  

achieve a  speed-up over th e  serial code by v irtue  of th e  fact th a t the  com putational 

grid and th e  work-load was being shared betw een several processors It also m eant 

th a t  larger sim ulations could be run  using the  com bined m em ory capacity  of several 

com puters However, due to  th e  n a tu re  of th e  sim ulations, th e  je t s ta r ts  off as a  small 

inpu t to  th e  left-hand  boundary  and steadily  increases m  size, it is obvious th a t  there  

is a  lot of w astage of th e  com putational resources on areas of the  grid w ith in  which 

there  is no th ing  happening  Also, because of th e  m ore com plex physical conditions 

arising w ith in  th e  p a rt of th e  com putational grid occupied by the  je t and outflow, 

processors holding th is p a rt of th e  grid work harder th a n  those calculating over the  

am bient m edium  This results m  an im balance m the  com putational load across all 

of the  processors and reduces the  efficiency of the  sim ulation T he desired m ethod 

of parallelisation should concentrate all th e  available processing power m  th e  area  of 

the  grid th a t  contains th e  outflow As th e  outflow gets bigger, th is processing area 

enlarges to  accom m odate it To achieve this, th e  po rtion  of the  overall grid containing 

the  outflow m ust be split am ong th e  processors We will call th is portion  of the  grid 

the  “active grid” F igure 3 7 illustrates th is As th e  outflow increases m  size, so 

too does the  active grid T his results in each processor’s section of th e  active grid 

increasing m  size As each processor adds new cells to  its grid, it m ust ensure th a t  

these new cells are filled w ith  th e  correct p a rts  of th e  outflow from  the  neighbouring
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in-active grid cell 
Q  grid cell in active grid

|  ) grid cell containing outflow

P1 P2
Full C o m p u ta tio n a l Grid

Figure 3.7: The redistributive splitting parallélisation method. In this method each pro
cessor takes a section of the “active” grid, i.e. that portion of the full computational grid in 
which the outflow resides. This concentrates the computational power only in areas where 
it is needed and allows us to run simulations in shorter lengths of time.

processors. For exam ple, the  left-m ost processor in figure 3.7, ‘PO’, m ust copy the  

values from the  cells on the  left-hand edge of P I  into its  new cells when it expands its 

active grid in the  x-direction. Each tim e it becomes necessary to  increase the  size of 

the  active grid a  red istribu tion  of cells occurs. We call th is m ethod for parallelising 

the  code the  “red istribu tive sp litting” m ethod.

3.2.2 Resizing the grid and redistributing cells

A t set intervals, the  code checks w hether resizing of the  active grid to  accom m odate 

the  increased size of the  outflow was necessary. T his interval is usually abou t 10 to  50 

tim e-steps. At these set intervals, an  ite rative  loop passes over the  active grid of all 

of the  processors holding p a rts  of the  overall active area along th e  top  and righ t-hand
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Old Active Grid Resizing New Active Grid

P3 P4 P5

NC
i

LI 4
,

NC 

LI 5

NC

LI ,

3 4 4 5 5

: u  1 LI 2 LI .NC

PO P1 P2 PO P1 P2

LI - Locally inherited Cell 
NC - New cell

Figure 3 8 When a redistribution occurs all the cells m the old active mesh/grid are copied 
into the new active m esh/grid Cells are assigned one of three types of values depending on 
their origin/destination

boundaries to  determ ine th e  d istance of th e  edge of th e  outflow from  the current edge 

of the  overall active grid If the  edge of th e  outflow is w ithin a certain  num ber of 

cells of e ither of these boundaries, the  processors will add a new buffer of cells to  th a t  

boundary  In parallel term s th is m eans th a t  each processor's p a rtitio n  will increase 

by a set am ount W hen th is occurs, th e  code perform s th e  com m unications necessary 

for red istribu ting  th e  cells

T here are several steps to  be done each tim e there  is a  resizing of the  active grid 

T hey involve th e  basic red istribu tion  of the  grid cells and also checking the  boundaries 

to  make sure the  new cells m  the  active grid containing th e  am bient m edium , have 

the  sam e am bient physical conditions as the  am bient cells already m  th e  active grid

Redistribution Routine

T he m am  aim  of th e  red istribu tion  algorithm  is to  identify where each cell is in the  

curren t active grid and then  to  determ ine where each cell m ust go m  th e  new, larger,
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active grid It th en  perform s th e  necessary com m unications betw een processors

W hen a red istribu tion  call is m ade, each processor m ust first scan over all of its 

cells in th e  old active grid to  determ ine where each cell will be placed in the  new 

active grid Secondly, each process m ust then  scan over the  cells m  its portion  of the 

new active grid and determ ine where, and from which processor, it will receive new 

cells F igure 3 8 illustrates th is process For b o th  of these steps, th e  scan over the 

old active grid will designate each of the  cells to  be one of the  following three options 

depending on where it will go in the  new active grid

- N E W  CELL if th e  cell lies outside th e  curren t overall active grid

- LOCAL INHERIT if th e  cell is going to  rem ain  in th e  sam e processor dom ain

- P  if th e  cell will go or come from  ano ther processor, {P ’ being the  rank  of th a t

processor

Once these steps have been taken each processor has all th e  inform ation it needs 

for its com m unications, 1 e where to  receive cells from and  where to  send cells to, 

and the  sizes m  term s of cell num bers of each of these com m unications Each block 

of cells to  be com m unicated is packed into a  contiguous block of m em ory T his is 

necessary because the  M PI com m unication functions require th a t  their “payload” be 

read from a contiguous piece of m em ory T he com m unications are then  set up and 

when all processors have com pleted unpacking the  new cells into their new active 

grids the  sim ulation of the  outflow can continue w ithm  the  overall new active grid

Figure 3 9 shows a flow chart for the  code utilising th e  redistributive parallel 

m ethod  Any boxes containing tex t highlighted in red  italics, represents steps th a t  

have been added to  th e  underlying serial code in order to  parallelise it T he blue 

box encom passes th e  program  core where th e  cell interface fluxes are calculated  and  

is the  m ost tim e-consum ing p a rt of th e  code As such, th is is th e  p a rt of th e  code 

w here m ost of th e  parallélisation effort is concentrated  W hen a resizing of the  active 

grid is required, th e  m am  code will hand  over th e  curren t active grid along w ith  the
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new active grid dim ensions to  the  red istribu tion  rou tine  (red box m  figure 3 9), which 

pieces together the  new active grid from  com m unicated cells, any locally inherited 

cells and any new cells th a t  are to  be brought into th e  active grid It th en  passes the 

new active grid back to  the  m am  code which carries on w ith  th e  sim ulation process

Memory Efficiency

An im p o rtan t feature  of th e  red istribu tion  m ethod  is th a t  it does not require any m ore 

m em ory th a n  is used in th e  sim ple parallélisation m ethod  W hen a red istribu tion  

takes place it is necessary to  transfer the  cells from th e  old active grid to a new active 

grid This involves copying all th e  cells in to  a new array  in m em ory The original 

serial code upon which the  parallel code is based, used th ree  arrays to  store th ree  

copies of the  overall grid This was to  accom m odate the  upda ting  of the  cells during 

the  tim e-steps To avoid having to  allocate a new block of m em ory for the  new grid for 

the  purposes of th e  red istribu tion  routine, one of th e  three existing blocks of m em ory 

is recycled T his m eans th a t  th e  outflows we can sim ulate w ith  the  red istribu tive 

m ethod  can be as big as those sim ulated w ith  th e  sim ple parallélisation m ethod

3 2 3 Boundary conditions

As the  active grid  is resizing th roughou t th e  course of th e  sim ulation, we have con

stan tly  m oving boundaries I t is im portan t to  ensure th a t  a t  each instance of the  

creation of a  new boundary, the  new boundary  conditions are set correctly In  the 

case of our jet-driven  outflow sim ulations th e  b o tto m  and left-hand boundaries are 

fixed for the  course of the  sim ulation and the  top and righ t-hand boundaries move 

w ith  th e  increasing size of th e  outflow Each tim e e ither th e  top  or right boundary  

moves, we re-im tialise th e  boundary  conditions on these boundaries
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Initalise Parallel 
Environment

Initialise Full Grid

Initialise "Active" Grid
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Decompose Grid

Setup Boundary Conditions 
______ & Input Jet______

Perform Half-step 
Communications

Half-step Flux Calculations

i
Perform Full-step 
Communications
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Gather Global Variables

Update Time-step Value

Check for Resize of Grid
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Check for Output 
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F ig u re  3.9: Flow chart for the redistributive parallel implementation of the code. Terms 
in red and in italics signify the parallel components that have been added to the underlying 
serial code (black text) to allow it to be executed on a cluster. The blue box represents the 
core component of the hydrodynamic code in which the cell interface fluxes are calculated. 
This is the most time-consuming part of the code and the parallelisation scheme is designed 
to distribute the work-load of this section among the processors.
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Source term error m cylindrical symmetry

In  th e  case where th e  sim ulation is done using cylindrical sym m etry, care has to  

be taken to  ensure th a t the  sm all source-term  error in the  energy equation due to 

slight pressure differences a t the  top  and b o ttom  of each cell was accounted for in 

the  new boundaries Even though  th is  is a  negligible error in th e  general running  of 

th e  sim ulation (~  10-16), it gets com pounded if no t corrected each tim e there  is a  

resize and can u ltim ately  effect the  way th e  head of th e  je t behaves To stop  th is 

from happening, each tim e a  resizing of the  active grid takes place, the  new cells in 

the  processors on th e  righ t-hand  boundary  have the ir values set to  the  cell values 

im m ediately inside th e  original or old active grid

As th is source error causes lines of differing velocity, th roughout the  grid, runn ing  

parallel to  the  je t axis, it is no t of significance m term s of th e  moving of the  top  

boundary  However, as the  boundary  moves outw ard, th e  new cells incorporated  into 

the  active grid have their transverse velocity set to  th a t  of the  cells im m ediately below 

them  on th e  old active grid T h is m eans th a t  there  will be no velocity gradient a t 

the  old-new active grid interface

Other boundary considerations

W hen a resizing of the  active grid takes place, the  com m unication of the  non-movm g 

boundary  cells between processors is no t necessary However, th e  new cells m these 

boundaries need to  be reset to  have gradient zero w ith  th e  cells adjacent to  them  

im m ediately m side th e  grid after a resizing occurs

3 2 4 Test Simulation

In figure 3 10 we can see an  exam ple of a sim ulation run  w ith  th e  red istribu tive parallel 

m ethod  It shows an  ad iaba tic  je t  sim ulation a t th ree  different stages m its evolution 

We used a  1600 x 400 cells grid subdivided across 8 processors The figure shows the
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entire com putational grid and the  active grid contained on each processor We can 

clearly see how th e  active grid expands across all of the  processors to  accom m odate the  

expanding outflow Using th is m ethod allows us to  balance th e  load of the  sim ulation 

more evenly across the  processors th an  in the  sim ple parallelisation  m ethod  The 

add itional advantage is th e  m ethod grants us the  ab ility  to  run  sim ulations in less 

tim e In C hap ter 4 we will exam ine the  speed-up factor for th e  red istribu tion  m ethod 

relative to  th e  sim ple m ethod

A dditional tes t sim ulations were ru n  a t each stage in the  developm ent of the  

parallel code to  ensure th a t  they  gave the  sam e results as the  original serial code 

T he m ost rigorous way of doing th is was to  run  relatively long sim ulations (200-300 

years) w ith  th e  parallel code and  serial code and com pare th e  resulting  o u tp u t files
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(b) 2 0 0  y e a rs

Figure 3.10: An example of an adiabatic jet simulation run over eight processors. Each 
image is taken at different stages in the evolution of the flow. As the jet propagates further 
into the computational grid, each processor computes over a larger and larger area.
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Chapter 4 

Parallel Code Testing

This chap ter is concerned w ith  the  testing  of th e  code parallélisation im plem ented 

in C hap ter 3 To determ ine w hat kind of com putational advantages can be gained 

from the  parallélisation of th e  code, several tes ts  were carried  out We conducted 

tim ing tests  to  see how th e  perform ance of th e  code scales w ith the  addition  of ex tra  

processors and we also conducted tests  to  see how efficient th e  parallélisation m ethod 

is m  balancing the  com putational load across the  processors T he tests were carried 

out, firstly, w ith  the  1-D code and th en  w ith  th e  2-D code In  addition, different 

im plem entations of the  M PI s tan d a rd  were tested  to  see which was the  best version 

to  use T he M PIC H  version, from  Argonne N ational L aboratory, and th e  LAM 

version, from Ind iana  University, were com pared

4.1 Amdahl’s Law

A m dahl’s Law (1967) is a law governing the  speed-up gam ed when a parallelised 

code is used on a  problem , com pared w ith  using a  serial version of the  code It is 

based on the  observation th a t  each com puta tion  contains a  “serial po rtion” th a t  is 

no t am enable to  parallélisation T he speed of a  program  is the  tim e it takes th e  

program  to  execute Speedup is defined as th e  tim e it takes a  program  to  execute m 

serial (w ith one processor) divided by th e  tim e it takes to  execute in parallel (w ith
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Speedup =  ^ -  (4 1 )
-Ln

where Tjv is the  tim e taken to  execute the  program  when using N  processors and Ti 

is th e  tim e for the  serial execution on a single processor Efficiency is the  Speedup 

divided by the  num ber of processors used

E f f i c a c y , .  (4 2)

If we assum e the  stric tly  serial p a rt of the  program  is perform ed in tim e 5  x T i, 

where B  is th e  fraction of th e  code th a t  is serial, th en  the  stric tly  parallel p a rt is 

perform ed m tim e W ith  some su b stitu tio n  and num ber m anipulation , we

get the  form ula for Speedup as

Speed»p = - x— " (7 -_ b ) (4 3)

The best speed we could hope for, Speedup =  N  or B — 0, would yield a curve 

of y — x if p lo tted  on a  graph  w ith  an  x-axis of th e  num ber of processors com pared 

against a y-axis of the  speed-up In practice, w ith  a  code suited  to  parallelisation, 

A m dahl’s Law yields a  speed-up curve sim ilar to  th a t  shown m figure 4 1 For low 

num bers of processors Speedup ~  JV, b u t for increasing values of N  the  curve falls 

away from ideal speed-up A dding even m ore processors eventually leads to  the  curve 

flatten ing  out and the  efficiency is slowly reduced to  the  poin t where m ore processors 

make no im provem ent or actually  reduce the  efficiency The m am  con tribu to r to th is 

fla tten ing  of th e  speed-up curve is the  tim e overhead caused by the  inter-processor 

com m unications

T here are two factors which can affect the  length  of tim e it takes to  do a  com

m unication latency  and bandw id th  Latency is basically th e  length  of tim e it takes 

to  tran sm it a  message from  one location to  ano ther This is m ost im p o rtan t in w hat

many processors) The formula for speed-up is given m equation 4 1
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Figure 4.1: Amdahl’s Law. As more processors are used the efficiency decreases resulting 
in a fall-off in the speed-up factor. This is due to the fact that a parallelised code will 
almost always contain a serial component that is not amenable to parallélisation and the 
communication overhead involved in using large numbers of processors.
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is referred to  as the  “hand-shaking” process th a t  goes on betw een processors a t the  

beginning and end of a  com m unication T he second influencing factor, bandw idth , is 

the  capacity  of th e  com m unication link betw een any two processors, 1 e the  am ount 

of bytes th a t  can be transferred  down the  link per second If the  am ount of d a ta  be

ing com m unicated for any single com m unication is large, then  bandw id th  is usually 

a much greater con tribu ting  factor to  th e  com m unication overhead th a n  latency In 

the  case of our je t  sim ulations, latency is much m ore of a  problem , as there  are m any 

small-size com m unications tak ing  place for each tim e-step

4.2 Parallel computing environment

All testing  and  sim ulations m  th e  present work were perform ed on a 32-processor 

Lm ux-based Beowulf cluster dedicated  to  astrophysical and  geophysical sim ulations 

based a t the  D ublin In stitu te  for Advanced Studies A cluster is a type of parallel 

or d istribu ted  system  th a t  consists of a collection of in terconnected whole com puters 

and is used as a single unified com puting resource T he cluster we have used has the  

following specifications

•  C entral M aster Node

- 1 GHz Pentium 4 machine,

- 400MB SDRAM ,

- R unning Linux O pera ting  System ,

- Used for analysing d a ta  generated  on m am  cluster

•  16 Slave Nodes

- 16 D ual Pentium 3 600M hz m achines,

- 512MB SDRAM  per m achine,

- 2G igaB yte local hardisk  m  each m achine,
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- 3Com  100MB netw ork cards,

- D ual switch,

- Lm ux-based operating  system ,

- M PIC H  and LAM versions of the  M PI message passing lib rary

The nam ing of the  cluster comes from the  sixteen s ta rs  in th e  U rsa M ajor C luster 

which is p a rt of the  U rsa M ajor or G reat B ear constellation, com m only referred to  

as “The P lough” Each of th e  nodes in the  cluster is nam ed after one of the  sta rs  in 

the  constellation

For m ost of the  tim ing results presented in th is chapter, ad iabatic  je t sim ulations 

using up  to  28 processors were run  for 1 0 x 104 tim e-steps For the  testing  of various 

com m unication tim e overheads, a  sim ulation on 28 processors w ith 1 5 x 104 tim e-steps 

was used All tim ing  of the  code was done using the  M PI function MPLWtvmeQ

4.3 1-D Testing

In  the  1-D code com m unications only take place m  one dim ension and only involves 

two cells being sent in either direction Figure 4 2 illustra tes a  simple tim ing tes t 

done over 30 processors T he perform ance of the  parallelised 1-D code is relatively 

poor com pared to  the  2-D parallel code b u t th is is due to  the  low ratio  between 

com m unication tim e and the  tim e spent perform ing flux calculations between the 

com m unications

4.4 2-D Testing

In  the  2-dim ensional sim ulations, there  are a lot m ore com m unications necessary In 

the  worst case scenario (figure 4 3), a  processor m ay have poten tia lly  four neighbours 

to  com m unicate their entire borders w ith Each processor has to  send and receive two 

colum ns or rows of cells w ith  each of its neighbours Before com m unication can take
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Timing Test for 1 D Code

Number of processors used

Figure 4 2 Timing results for the 1-dimensional code using a redistribution algorithm 
The speed-up of the code relative to using a single process averages at about 0 61 of the 
perfect speed-up which is quite poor The reason for this is due to the fact that the 
communication time relative to the calculation time between communications is quite large 
for a one-dimensional code Using a larger amount of cells m the simulation would result 
m improved parallel performance
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Figure 4 3 In the worst case scenario, a processor will have to communicate its boundary 
cells with four of its neighbouring processors In this case processor 9 is sending either two 
rows or columns of cells to processors 2 , 8 , 10 and 16 This scenario results m this processor 
having the highest possible communication overhead

place, these cells m ust be buffered into arrays which are contiguous m  m em ory These 

blocks of arrays are com m unicated using th e  M PI lib rary  functions for sending and 

receiving messages and then  unpacked in to  their correct positions on the  neighbouring 

processor T his all adds to  th e  length  of tim e it takes to  do a  com plete com m unication 

step

W ith  th e  increasing size of th e  je t, th e  m em ory dom ain on each processor gets 

larger and the  am ount of tim e it takes to  do a com plete cycle of th e  m am  loop in

creases T h is resu lts m  th e  com m unication tim e betw een processors becom ing less 

significant If we consider a  processor w ith a grid of size n x n cells, th a t  is commu-
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meat mg m all four directions, then the largest the total size of the communication 

buffers will be is 4 x 2 x n  cells (two columns or rows on each boundary), Clearly, then, 

the larger n  is, the greater the ratio between the size of a processor’s domain and the 

size of its boundary buffers Hence, the communication time becomes less, relative to 

the time it takes to do the flux calculations for all the cells on the processors domain

4 4 1 Simple domain-decomposition method testing

Here, the timing results for the code are presented for the case where the full com

putational domain is split across all the available processors All processors then 

perform their calculations over their entire section of the grid for the total number 

of allocated time-steps The test is performed using a grid of size 2000 x 500 cells 

A simple simulation is performed for incremental numbers of processors, initially us

ing a single processor and culminating in the use of twenty-six processors As even 

numbers of processors are required for the code to work, apart from in the serial 

case where a single processor is used, results are only presented for tests using even 

numbers of processors A value of 4 0 x 104 was used for the number of time-steps in 

each test to allow the jet to evolve to a mature state similar to what is needed m the 

full simulation runs Figure 4 4 shows the resulting speed-up In these tests we have 

maximised the domain size to communication buffer size ratio and hence, minimized 

the communication overhead As a result of this, the performance of the code scales 

well with increasing numbers of processors

4.4 2 Redistributive domam-decomposition method testing

In this section we present the results for the timing tests conducted with the code 

utilising the redistribution method for load-balancmg the simulation across all the 

processors In this case, there are three places where inter-processor communications 

are significant m the overall time to execute the code Firstly, as with the simple 

parallélisation, there are the mter-processor boundary communications taking place
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Timing Test for Simple Parallélisation Method

Number of processors used

F ig u re  4 4 This is the timing results for the testing of the simple parallélisation method, 
where the total computational grid is divided and stored according to the number of proces
sors available The dashed line indicates the perfect speed-up situation 1 e if the speed-up 
scaled exactly with the number of processors used The continuous line is the actual speed
up gamed The results are shown for tests on one to twenty-six processors When twenty-six 
processors are used the speed-up is 0 78 of the perfect speed-up
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twice every tim e-step  Secondly, there  are the  global com m unications occurring a t the  

end of each tim e-step , and finally, there  are the  com m unications tak ing  place between 

processors whenever a  red istribu tion  of cells occurs T he ra te  a t which red istribu tions 

take place is dependent on the  num ber of ex tra  cells incorporated  into th e  grid each 

tim e there  is a resizing of the  grid To determ ine the  optim um  size for th is volume of 

ex tra  cells some tim ing tes ts  were done

Testing for the optimum redistribution volume

A large increase m the  num ber of cells on th e  grid a t each red istribu tion  step  tran sla tes  

into greater num bers of tim e-steps betw een red istribu tions T he volume of ex tra  

cells incorporated  in to  the  grid a t each red istribu tion  is d irectly  proportional to  the  

num ber of tim e-steps betw een red istribu tions A larger volume of cells m eans m ore 

tim e-steps between red istribu tions and a  sm aller volume m eans fewer tim e-steps 

A lthough using large volumes tran sla tes  in to  the  need for fewer com m unications, the  

draw back is th a t  the  processors are w asting m ore tim e doing flux calculations betw een 

cells representing the  am bient m edium  To establish th e  optim um  num ber of tim e- 

steps betw een red istribu tions, we conducted a series of tim ing  tests  In each tes t we 

varied the  num ber of cells added to  th e  com putational grid during  each red istribu tion  

F igure 4 5 is a  p lot of th e  tim es taken  to  execute these sim ulations in term s of the 

num ber of tim e-steps betw een red istribu tions This p lo t shows th a t  the  larger the  

volume of cells added, the  longer th e  overall execution tim e for the  sim ulation This 

m eans th a t  the  com m unication tim e during a  red istribu tion  is negligible and for full 

je t sim ulations a sm all value should be chosen for the  num bers of rows and  colum ns 

of cells added on to  th e  grid each tim e it needs to  be resized

Communication tim e compared with overall run time

A test was carried  ou t to  see w hat th e  overall percentage of to ta l tim e the  com m u

nications would consum e for a  long-term  sim ulation A worst case scenario was used
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Number of time-steps between redistributions

Figure 4 5 Timing results for tests on varying the number of time-steps between re
distributions The smaller the time-step gap, the greater the efficiency of the code The 
breakpoint in the slope of the plot a t 10 time-steps and the subsequent increase in the slope 
of the plot below this point, is as a result of the fact th a t the grid is only being increased 
m size m one direction for each redistribution This results m a smaller communication 
overhead for each redistribution
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Input Jet

F ig u re  4 6 To test the communications overhead m a full scale simulation we set up a 
test grid of 1400 x 600 cells subdivided into 7 x 4  blocks We used 28 processors for the 
tests and each processor took one of these blocks We choose this domain decomposition to 
maximise the communications overhead

to  do th is  te s t A sim ulation of an  ad iabatic  je t  on a  grid of 1400 x 600 cells was 

split am ong 28 processors (figure 4 6) T he dom ain was subdivided into 7 x 4  pro

cessors to  m axim ise the  com m unication overhead M ost of th e  processors would have 

to  com m unicate m  a t least th ree  directions and those not on a  boundary  would be 

com m unicating m all four directions

From figure 4 7 we can see th a t  the  am ount of tim e spent com m unicating per 

tim e-step  falls as th e  grid expands m  size T his is in agreem ent w ith  the  argum ent 

presented m section 4 4 A fter 1 5 x  104 tim e-steps, th e  com m unication overhead is 

below 10% of th e  to ta l execution tim e T he com m unication tim e varies quite widely 

from processor to  processor Processor 27, which lies m  the  top  right of th e  grid, 

s ta r ts  ou t w ith  a relatively low com m unication overhead as it and its neighbouring 

processors do no t yet contain  any p a rt of the  je t W hen th e  je t fills th e  to ta l in itial 

grid size, including the  dom ain of processor 27, th e  com m unication tim e for th is
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Time step

Figure 4.7: Percentage of total execution time taken up by communication of cells over 
1 . 5  x 104 time-steps. Results are taken from a selection of processors covering different parts 
of the overall grid. As expected, the proportion of time spent communicating cells falls of 
as the grid increases in size. (Note that this test was done using the redistribution code)

processor increases rapidly  to  abou t 15% of th e  overall tim e and then  declines as the  

grid size continues to  expand.

G lo b a l c o m m u n ic a t io n s

A t the  end of every tim e-step , a  set of global com m unications are carried ou t for syn

chronising the  value of certain  variables, such as the  C ouran t num ber, across all of 

the  processors. G lobal com m unication functions in M PI, such as the  MPI-Allreduce 

function, are known to  have a  large tim e overhead as they  involve all processors com

m unicating w ith  all o ther processors to  achieve a global value. Tim es were m easured 

for th is p a rt of the  code across all the  processors. R esults for several processors on 

different p a rts  of the  grid are presented in figure 4.8. T he overhead for these com

m unications is qu ite  large initially, betw een 7% and 11% of to ta l execution tim e, b u t 

as the  grid expands, the  relative tim e spent on th is step  decreases to  an  acceptable 

level. In th is tes t we used 1.5 x 104 tim e-steps and by the  end of the  sim ulation the
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of total execution time taken up by global communications at the 
end of each time-step. The results are for a 28 processor simulation running over 1.5 x 104 

time-steps. Results are taken from a selection of processors covering different parts of the 
overall grid. (Note that this test was done using the redistribution code)

global com m unications were occupying 2% of the  overall execution tim e. 

R e d i s t r ib u t io n  t im e  c o m p a r e d  w i th  o v e ra ll  r u n  t im e

As w ith  the  cell com m unications and global com m unications, a  tes t was carried out 

to  see w hat the  overall percentage of to ta l tim e the  red istribu tion  algorithm  would 

consum e for a  long-term  sim ulation. For th is  tes t the  sam e set-up was used as in 

section 4.4.2. T he results in figure 4.9 show th a t  the  red istribu tion  algorithm  con

sumes a negligible fraction of the  overall execution tim e. Initially, the  red istribu tion  

tim e is zero until the  in itial grid is filled by the  je t and  grid resizing begins, accom

m odating  the  expanding flow. At th is point the  red istribu tion  routine is called and 

the  percentage tim e consum ed by it increases rapidly  w ith  grid expansion until it 

p lateaus a t betw een 0.5 and 0.6 percent of the  to ta l execution tim e. Beyond th is 

point, th e  p roportion  of overall tim e spent red istribu ting  cells decreases linearly w ith 

increasing tim e. This is due to  to  the  g reater am ount of tim e spent perform ing the
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of total execution time for redistribution of cells over 1.5 x 104 time- 
steps. This is results is taken from processor ‘0’ in a 28 processor simulation. Processor ‘O’ 
lies in the bottom left-hand corner of the grid and has the highest redistribution time as it 
only receives cells and has to wait for all sending processors to initiate their communications 
before it can copy its new cells into place and exit the redistribution routine.

flux calculations by the  processors as the  grid gets bigger.

O v e ra l l  t im in g s  w i t h  r e d is t r ib u t io n

Figure 4.10 shows the  resulting  speed-up of the  code utilising the  red istribu tion  

m ethod. T he speed-up using 28 processors is abou t a  factor of 0.5 of the  ideal speed

up. Figure 4.11 com pares th is result w ith  the  speed-up gained from the  sim ple par

allel code. T he concentration of the  processing power in the  je t flow region achieves 

a  speed-up abou t 3.5 tim es faster th an  the  sim ple dom ain decom position m ethod.

To achieve a speed-up closer to  ideal speed-up would require a  m ore sophisticated  

algorithm  for balancing the  com putational load am ong th e  processors. T he head of 

the  je t  involves the  m ost work and processors whose dom ain contains th is region 

spend m ore tim e calculating the  fluxes betw een cells and  the  cooling th a n  m ost of 

th e  o ther processors. F igure 4.12 shows the  am ount of tim e, as a  percentage of
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Figure 4.10: Speedup of redistribution parallel code over 1.0 x 104 time-steps. The dashed 
line represents the ideal speed-up.

Number of Processors

Figure 4.11: Comparison between simple and redistributing parallel codes for an adiabatic 
jet simulation over 1.0 x 104 time-steps.
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F ig u re  4 12 Percentage of total execution time to do the flux calculation steps on all 
processors m a 28 processor simulation running to 1 5 x 104 time-steps To achieve a speed
up closer to ideal speed-up, the value for this percentage would have to be brought into 
equality across all the processors This would be achieved with better load balancing

overall execution tim e, spent doing the  flux calculation steps over the  course of a  

1 5 x 104 tim e-step  sim ulation for all of the  processors involved in the  sim ulation 

The percentage varies from 46% to  64% depending on th e  position of the  processor 

on the  com putational grid T he  com m unication steps cannot take  place until all of 

the  processors have finished their flux calculations A part from sm all differences in 

the  cell com m unication tim e (figure 4 7), all o ther p a rts  of the  code are executed m 

the  sam e length  of tim e across all th e  processors and  hence the  speed of th e  code 

is determ ined, predom inantly, by the  slowest processor m  th e  flux calculation steps 

Possible solutions to  th is problem  will be discussed in C hap ter 7

4.5 Testing different versions of MPI

T he two m am , freely available, d istribu tions of M PI are the  M PIC H  version from 

Argonne N ational L aborato ry  and th e  LAM  version from  the  O pen System s Lab a t
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Figure 4.13: Speedup comparison between LAM MPI and MPICH MPI implementations. 
Here the code was run to 2.0 x 104 time-steps, about 650 years, for an adiabatic jet simu
lation.

Ind iana  University. T here are several subtle  differences betw een these two imple

m entations which can result in contrasting  perform ances depending on the  p articu la r 

problem . I t was therefore im portan t to  establish  which of these two im plem entations 

best su its the  needs of the  parallelisation of the  je t sim ulation code.

4.5.1 Features of each Implementation

The m ost significant difference betw een the  two im plem entations is the  use of “dae

m ons” by LAM. Before running  a parallel code on a cluster, these daem ons need to  

be set running  on each of th e  m achines in the  cluster. T he function of the  daem ons is 

to  speed up the  process of s ta rtin g  a parallel job  and reducing the  latency of com m u

nications betw een processors. W hen a parallel job  is in itia ted  w ith  M PICH , it needs 

to  open a connection to  each of th e  m achines to  be used in the  sim ulation which takes 

up a certain  am ount of tim e. However, w hether or no t one im plem entation is b e tte r  

th an  the  o ther is highly dependent on the  parallel code to  be executed.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the percentage of execution time used for communicating cells 
in the main loop of the code for LAM and MPICH. LAM is marginally more efficient due 
to the use of daemons. This result is taken from processor 0 in a 28 processor simulation 
for each case.

4.5.2 Results and Comparisons

Each of the  two im plem entations were used to  compile the  code and then  sam ple 

sim ulations were run, using b o th  versions, to  sufficient lengths of tim e so as to  gain 

a good im pression of the  contrasts, if any, in their perform ance. T he load-balanced, 

red istribu tive code was used as th is was the  form in which the  code would be used for 

full scale sim ulations. Again, each tes t was done for several num bers of processors and 

speed-up graphs were created  from each set of results. As shown in figure 4.13, there  

is little  to  choose from betw een the  two im plem entations. Looking a t the  percentage 

tim e spent com m unicating, figure 4.14, we see th a t  the  LAM  code is slightly m ore 

efficient, reflecting the  benefit of using daem ons. However, th e  speed-up gained is no t 

significant and  as the  com m unication tim e overhead lessens w ith increasing grid size, 

the  speed-up becomes alm ost identical.



Chapter 5 

Long Duration Simulations of jets 

from YSOs

In  th is chap ter we shall discuss th e  results of the  long-duration sim ulations th a t  we 

carried ou t using th e  parallelised code We shall investigate the  results for a  je t  w ith  a  

pulsed inpu t velocity profile first and then  one w ith  an episodic input velocity profile 

T he pulsed je t was run  to  2300 years and the  episodic je t  to  2500 years We shall 

exam ine the  behaviour of the  sim ulated m olecular outflows and how th is behaviour 

com pares w ith  th a t  seen m  observations of real system s T he results and discussion 

here is a  m ore detailed  version of th e  work contained m  K eegan & Downes (in press, 

2005)

For our sim ulations we have adopted  the  je t  m odel (see figure 1 1 in C hap ter 1 ) 

T he fundam ental theory  behind th is m odel is th a t  a  supersonic, highly collim ated je t 

propagates in to  th e  am bient m edium  form ing a bow-shock surface a t the  head of the  

je t  T his bow-shock carves in to  the  am bient m edium  accelerating m ateria l a t its head 

m the  d irection of th e  je t  For a m ore detailed  description of th e  bow-shock m odel 

see section 1 2  1 m  C hap ter 1

5.1 Initial Conditions

Each of the  sim ulations have th e  sam e in itial conditions a p a rt from the  velocity of 

the  inpu t je t All of th e  sim ulations are carried out m  cylindrical sym m etry  T he
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jet and ambient densities are matched at 100 cm“ 3 The pressure is defined such 

that the temperature of the input jet is 103K, while the temperature of the ambient 

medium is set to 102K A value of 9 1 is chosen for the ratio between the number 

densities of molecular and atomic hydrogen, The gas is assumed to be one of 

solar abundances The grid cell spacing is set to 1 x 1014 cm This is deemed the 

absolute minimum to get reliable results as the efficiency of momentum transfer is 

sensitive to grid spacing (Downes & Ray, 1999) The jet radius is set to 50 cells 

(5 x 1015 cm) with a shear layer of 5 cells which is used to avoid unphysical effects 

occurring at the edge of the input jet as it enters the grid

5.2 T h e  P u lse d  J e t

For the pulsed jet we have used a time-averaged jet velocity, of 215 kms-1  (mach 

number =  93) with sinusoidal variations superimposed upon it with periods of 5, 

10, 20 and 50 years with a total amplitude of Vi In this simulation we have set 

Vi — 34 Gkms“ 1 (mach number =  15)

5 2 1 M orphology

Figure 5 1 contains log-scale plots of the number density at several times in the 

evolution of this simulation A striking feature of the bow-shock is the presence of 

corrugations along its length These corrugations have been noted before (Smith et a l , 

1997, Downes & Flay, 1999) and they are thought to come about due to instabilities, 

such as the Rayleigh-Taylor and/or Vishniac instabilities, occurring at the head of 

the jet (Blondin et a l , 1990, Vishniac, 1994, Dgam et a l , 1996) Within the jet, the 

shocks along its axis can be seen to eventually merge into strong shocks the further 

away from the source that the jet propagates This is a result of the slower moving 

shocks being caught by the faster ones and combining into a single strong shock with 

their combined momentum
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Another feature is the length-to-width ratio or collimation factor, q q is calculated 

by taking the maximum width of the outflow and the length from the boundary where 

the jet is input to the most advanced point at the head of the bow-shock At 2300 

years the outflow has a collimation factor of about 10 2 Many observed outflows have 

collimation ratios similar to this value, particularly outflows that are deemed to be 

m the early stages of their development (Richer et a l , 2000) Some typical examples 

of highly collimated outflows are HH240/241 (Cohen, 1980, Bohigas, Persi & Tapia,

1993), HH211 (Gueth & Guilloteau, 1999) and HH2 1 2  (Zmnecker, McCaughrean & 

Rayner, 1998)
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Figure 5 1 Log-scale plot of the number density for the pulsed jet at 600, 1200, 1800 and 
2300 years Note the formation of strong shocks at later times towards the head of the 
jet and the corrugations along the bow-shock The corrugations are thought to arise from 
instabilities occurring at the head of the bow-shock The outflow is also highly collimated 
with a length-to-width ratio of 10 2 at 2300 years
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velocity (km/s)

F ig u re  5.2: The mass-velocity relation, ra(v), for the swept-up ambient material at dif
ferent times during the pulsed jet simulation. Above 1500 years the relation settles to a 
quasi-stable state. The units for dm/dv are in gs/km.

5.2.2 Mass-velocity Relationship

The behaviour of the mass-velocity relation, m(v), in the pulsed jet simulation is 

shown in figure 5.2. The total swept-up mass as a function of velocity is plotted at 

several times during the simulation. From the plot we can see that the relation settles 

to a quasi-stable state at t > 1500 years.

At later times there continue to be substantial variations in the m (y ) relation for 

material moving at velocities greater than 20 kms-1  . This stems from the occurrence 

of corrugations in the bow-shock. These corrugations can contain a large amount of 

material and appear as “bumps” on the m(v) relation. The bumps first appear as high 

velocity material corresponding to the formation of a corrugation by an instability at 

the head of the bow-shock. Over time, as the corrugations “fall off” the head of the 

bow-shock, these bumps propagate towards the slower moving material in the m(v) 

relation and are eventually “swallowed-up” by the large amount of material in the 

lower velocity ranges.
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As noted m section 1 1 4  and section 1 2 2 of Chapter 1 , from observational results 

the mass-velocity relation is found to obey a power-law of the form

m(v) oc v “ 7 (5 1)

One of the mam objectives of this work is to investigate the behaviour of the value 

for 7 , the power-law exponent m the m(v) relation, with the passage of time Earlier 

investigations (Smith et a l , 1997, Downes & Ray, 1999), for simulations over several 

hundred years, found that 7  tended to agree with observations but was found to 

increase with time The question to be answered here is whether or not the upward 

trend m the value for 7  continues to be the case for long duration simulations Figure 

5 3 displays the low velocity component (1-10 kms“ 1 ) of the m(v) relation at several 

different points in time We can see that for t  < 1500 years, 7  increases monotomcally 

with time Smith et al (1997) postulated that the steepening m the value for 7  is 

due to the bow-shock becoming more aerodynamic as the outflow ages Downes &; 

Cabnt (2003) suggest that the steepening may be due to the increasing size of the 

sides of the bow-shock as the jet propagates further onto the computational grid In 

this simulation, if we examine the m{v) relation for material moving in the velocity 

range 1-10 kms” 1 , we can see evidence for this theory As the length of the outflow 

increases we have more and more material which has been accelerated by the leading 

bow-shock falling into the elongated wmgs of the bow-shock and slowing down The 

resulting effect on the m(v) relation is that the slope of the low velocity component, 

v < 10  kms-1  , starts with a value ~  0  and steadily increases until it reaches a stable 

state at t > 1500 years From figure 5 3, we can see that beyond t — 1500 years 

the value for 7  remains approximately constant before beginning to increase slightly 

again after t ~  1800 years The reason for this increase at later times is due to large 

variations at higher velocities propagating into the 1-10  kms-1  velocity range and is 

not like the steady increase seen at earlier times These variations are caused by the 

“corrugations” mentioned in section 5 2 1 caused by instabilities at the head of the
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Figure 5.3: Mass-velocity relation for the low velocity component of the outflow, v < 10 
kms-1  . The relation is shown at 50, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2300 years. Here, the jet 
is considered to be at an angle of 30° to the plane of the sky. The units for dm/dv are in 
gs/km.

bow-shock.

Figure 5.4 shows the time-averaged m(y) relations and also the mass-velocity 

relation for the swept-up molecular material, mH2(v), between 1500 and 2300 years. 

Figure 5.4 shows no obvious break in the power-law, in agreement with what was 

found by Downes & Cabrit (2003) and at odds with the assumption that the m(v) 

relation should follow a broken power-law due to it being assumed that the mass 

in the flow is proportional to the observed integrated intensity for the CO J = 2-l 

line (Zhang & Zheng, 1997; Smith et al., 1997). This also appears to contradict 

the observations but the discrepancy can be resolved by noting that the temperature 

is not constant throughout the outflow. At higher velocities, the temperatures are 

higher. When using the CO J = 2-l emission for determining the mass, it is necessary 

to account for these higher temperatures for the higher velocity material. There is a 

1 /T  dependence of emission at temperatures exceeding the upper level of this line. In
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Figure 5.4: Normalised and time-averaged plots for the m(v) and the mu2(v) relations for 
the pulsed jet at 2300 years. The outflow is assumed to be at an angle of 30° to the plane 
of the sky. A line with a slope of -1.58 is fitted to the low velocity component as a best-fit 
for the exponent of the relation.

addition, material travelling at these high velocities resides at the head of the bow- 

shock and the molecules will have been dissociated by passing through the strong 

shocks in this area.

When we look at the mn2 (^) relation, we find that it is considerably steeper than 

the m{y) relation at velocities greater than 20 kms-1  . Again, the reason for this is 

that material at higher velocities has gone through stronger shocks and this leads to 

dissociation of H2.

5.2.3 In tens ity -ve loc ity  Relationship

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show plots for the time-averaged, normalised, intensity-velocity 

relations for CO J = 2-l line, Icoiv), and for the H2 S(l) 1-0 line, In2(v), between 

1500 and 2300 years. The relations follow a broken power-law in agreement with 

observations and unlike the m(v) relation. The relation for Iu2(v) is shallower than
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Figure 5.5: Time-averaged intensity-velocity relation for the CO J= 2-l line, /c o (^ )5 for 
the pulsed jet.

velocity (km/s)

Figure 5.6: Time-averaged intensity-velocity relation for the H2 S(l) (1-0) line, /h 2(v)> 
for the pulsed jet.
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that of Ico(v) at all velocities This is due to H2 having a higher excitation than the 

CO line (Downes &; Cabrit, 2003) For the CO molecules, at higher temperatures 

there are higher numbers of energy levels available to the electrons m the molecules 

to occupy so there are consequently fewer transitions to contribute to the CO J = 2-l 

emission line The H2 S(l) 1-0 line has a higher upper energy level temperature so it 

has a higher ermssivity at the higher jet temperatures This explains why the slope of 

this relation is not as steep as that of the CO J = 2-l line The In2{v) relation does not 

increase significantly at low velocities unlike the results from Rosen & Smith (2005) 

However, the results for /h2(v) are in qualitative agreement with the observational 

results (Salas & Cruz-Gonzalez, 2 0 0 2 )

We also note that the results are m good agreement with those of previous simu

lations, run to shorter time-scales (Smith et a l , 1997, Downes & Ray, 1999, Downes 

&; Cabrit, 2003, Rosen & Smith, 2005) This shows that a short simulation (up to ~  

500-600 years) can be adequate for determining and analysing the characteristics of 

molecular outflows This is assuming that there is no precession or episodicity m the 

outflow

5.3 T h e  E p is o d ic  J e t

With the advantage of being able to run simulations over long time scales, we con

ducted a simulation of a jet with an episodic nature We define episodic as meaning a 

jet with long periods of continuous ejection from the driving source followed by long 

periods of little or no ejection Several observed outflows have been seen to exhibit 

this kind of behaviour (L43, Bence et a l , 1998, HH300, Arce h  Goodman, 2001b) 

The initial conditions for this outflow are the same as that for the pulsed jet apart 

from the input jet velocity We have set the period for the episodicity to be 800 years, 

400 years with a high velocity ejection from the source followed by 400 years with a 

low velocity ejection We set the high velocity input, Vh at 215 kms-1  and the low
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velocity input to be vi ~  30 kms-1  Figure 5 7 shows a log-scale plot of the number 

density at several stages m the evolution of the episodic jet-driven outflow
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Figure 5 7 Log-scale plot of the number density for the episodic jet at 600, 1200, 1800 
and 2400 years As with the pulsed jet, we see the same corrugation effect m the bow-shock 
caused by instabilities m the leading bow-shock Note also that the cocoon of the outflow 
is broader and less dense than the cocoon m the pulsed jet-driven outflow
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The initial ejection episode drives a strong bow-shock into the ambient medium sweep

ing up a lot of material and only slowing down when it reaches a distance ~  0 2pc 

away from the driving source The head' of the bow-shock consists of extremely dense 

material relative to its surrounding medium and results in the head of the bow-shock 

propagating, almost unchecked, through the ambient medium When the leading 

bow-shock eventually does slow down it is not long before it is accelerated again by 

the following episodic ‘burst’

The collimation ratio, q} for the episodic jet at 2300 years is ~  8 1 This is not 

significantly less than that of the pulsed outflow Figure 5 8  shows the collimation 

factor as a function of time for the two simulations Both outflows experience rapidly 

increasing collimation for t < 1 000  yrs At t > 1 000  yrs , the leading burst in the 

episodic outflow begins to slow down as it gets deeper into the ambient medium, 

resulting m a reduction m the collimation of the episodic jet This fall-off continues 

until t ~  21 0 0  years, when the second episodic burst catches the leading burst and 

injects extra momentum into the head of the bow-shock The value for q increases 

rapidly thereafter

In contrast, the pulsed jet experiences only a minor drop m collimation at £ ~  1700 

years before increasing again This is due to the fact that the pulsations m the pulsed 

jet are continuously impacting on the head of the bow-shock giving it an almost 

constant velocity throughout the course of the simulation This difference between 

the two jets is also reflected in the distances they reach from the driving source by 

2300 years The pulsed jet reaches a distance of ~  0 32pc from the source while the 

episodic jet only reaches a distance of ~  0 25pc

Another difference between the two outflows is the width of the bow-shock The 

episodic outflow is ~  15 % wider than the pulsed outflow and its outflow shell is 

narrower and denser than that of the pulsed outflow The reason for this is that the 

episodic jet ejects more material into the cocoon due to the strong shocks at the head

5 3 1 Morphology
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Figure 5.8: Collimation factor, q, as a function of time for the two simulations.

of each ejection burst. As these shocks propagate along the jet beam they continu

ously eject jet material sideways into the cocoon. This ejected material propagates 

outwards, away from the jet beam, and hits the inside of the outflow shell which 

results in an expansion or “inflation” of the shell. This process also contributes to 

the lower collimation in the episodic outflow when compared with that of the pulsed 

outflow. The process starts with the introduction of the second mass ejection into 

the jet at t ~  800 years. From figure 5.8 we can see that this is the time when the 

collimation factors for the two outflows begin to diverge. The episodic jet-driven out

flow collimation factor stops increasing as quickly as the that of the pulsed jet-driven 

outflow.

5.3.2 Mass-velocity Relationship

Figure 5.9 shows the value for the exponent in the m (y ) relation at different times 

during the course of the episodic and pulsed jet-driven outflow simulations in the 

velocity range 1-10 km s-1  . The trend in the value for 7  is similar for both simulations.
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Figure 5.9: The exponent of the m(v) relation, 7  as a function of time for both the pulsed 
and episodic outflows. The values are calculated by fitting over the velocity range 1-10 
kms“ 1 .

The value for 7  increases rapidly for t < 1000 years, followed by a plateau period until 

t > 1800 years, when the value begins to increase again.

In general, we find that the m(v) relation for the total swept-up mass in the 

episodic jet-driven outflow doesn’t differ widely from that of the pulsed jet-driven 

outflow, particularly at low velocities (v < 30 kms-1  ). Figure 5.10 shows the time- 

averaged m(y) relation for both the pulsed and episodic jets. Contrary to the argu

ments of Arce & Goodman (2001a), the m(y) relation for the episodic jet is no steeper 

than that of the pulsed jet. They argued that each ejected burst in an episodic out

flow will contribute to an overall m(v) relation with an exponent that is higher than 

is predicted here. Our simulation has shown that the second and subsequent mass 

ejections from the driving source have little direct impact on the ambient medium 

until they reach the head of the outflow (see figure 6.15 in Chapter 6 ) and, as a result, 

don’t serve to steepen the slope in the m{v) relation.
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Figure 5.10: The time-averaged normalised m(y) relation for pulsed jet and episodic jet 
simulations. The average is calculated over t = 1500 years and t = 2300 years.

5.3.3 In tens ity -ve loc ity  Relationship

Figures 5.11 and 5.12  show the intensity-velocity relations for the CO J = 2-l line, 

Ico(v), and the H2 S(l) (1-0 ) line, Iu2(v), for the episodic jet compared with the same 

relations for the pulsed jet. As with the m(v) relation, below 20 km s-1  the relations 

for / h 2( v )  and Ico(v) do not differ much due to similarities in the morphologies of the 

two outflows. Above 20 kms-1  the relations for both lines for the episodic jet can be 

somewhat steeper than those of the pulsed jet. At 55 km s-1  the intensities for both 

lines are ~  7-8 times weaker for the episodic jet. These differences are probably not 

observable in real systems as they occur at high velocities and low intensities. They 

arise from slight differences in the bow-shock rather than as a result of the episodicity.
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Figure 5.11: The time-averaged Im(v) relation for the pulsed and episodic jet-driven 
outflows.

velocity (km/s)

Figure 5.12: The time-averaged Ico{v) relation for the pulsed and episodic jet-driven 
outflows.
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5.4 Behaviour of 7  w ith angle to  the plane of the  

sky

Many authors investigating the jet model (Smith et a l , 1997, Downes L  Ray, 1999, 

Lee et al , 2001), have noted that the value for the power-law index 7  in the m(v) 

relation tends to decrease if the outflow is observed at larger and larger angles to the 

plane of the sky All of these results were based on outflows that were simulated to 

relatively short time-scales, the longest being 650 yrs m the case of Lee et al (2001) 

Figure 5 13 illustrates the behaviour of 7  m the m(v) relation at different viewing 

angles for our long-duration pulsed and episodic outflow simulations We have found 

our results to be m agreement with the results of the above mentioned authors 

Previous work using this type of model (Downes & Cabrit, 2003) showed that the 

position of the break-pomt velocity, vbr, m the Ico{v) relation is dependent on the 

angle of the observed outflow with respect to the plane of the sky The smaller the 

angle the larger the value for v&r Above the break-pomt velocity, a steepening is
t

observed to occur m the high velocity material The results from Downes & Cabrit 

(2003) were based on simulations that were run to ~  400 years Figures 5 14 and 5 15 

plot the Ico (v ) relations for the pulsed and episodic outflows, at various angles to 

the plane of the sky, at 2300 and 2400 years respectively We can see that, even for 

simulations of much longer duration, v^  does indeed increase with increasing angle 

subtended by the outflow to the plane of the sky

From their observations, Salas & Cruz-Gonzalez (2002), suggested that the view

ing angle was not as important as the age of the outflow m determining the position 

of Vbr They observed several outflows m the 2 12 ¿¿m line of H2 known to be at 

different stages m their evolution and found that the value for the break-pomt ve

locity decreased with the age of the outflow Davis et al (1998) observed the same 

behaviour m CO outflows Salas & Cruz-Gonzalez (2 0 0 2 ) suggested that the reason 

for this similarity m both molecules may arise from shocked regions within the out-
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Figure 5.13: Mass-velocity relation for the pulsed jet (left) and episodic jet (right), at 
2300 years for different viewing angles to the plane of the sky. Results are presented for 
angles of 0°, 30° and 90° to the plane of the sky. As with the results from earlier work, the 
absolute value for the slope of the m(y) relationship, 7 , is seen to decrease with increasing 
viewing angle.
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Figure 5.14: Intensity-velocity relation for the CO J=2-l line, Ico iv )> f°r the pulsed jet 
at 2300 years for different viewing angles to the plane of the sky. Results are presented 
for angles of 0°, 30° and 90° to the plane of the sky. The break-point velocity, in the 
relation, where the slope steepens, is seen to increase with increasing viewing angle. The 
break-points for each line axe marked by an‘x’.
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Figure 5.15: Intensity-velocity relation for the CO J=2-l line, /h 2M> f°r the episodic jet 
at 2400 years for different viewing angles to the plane of the sky. Results are presented for 
angles of 0°, 30° and 90° to the plane of the sky. Here too, at least for 30° and 90°, the 
break-point velocity, v^, in the relation is seen to increase with increasing viewing angle.
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Figure 5.16: CO intensity-velocity relation, Ico(v), for the pulsed jet-driven outflow at 
500, 1000, 1500, 2000, & 2300 years for a viewing angle of 30° to the plane of the sky. The 
break-point velocity, tv , is shown for each of these times.

flow in which both molecules coexist. They also suggested that the steepening in the 

relations for both molecules at the higher velocities is due to their dissociation by the 

higher temperatures. Contrary to these findings, Bachiller & Tafalla (2000) found 

that the break-point velocity, tended to increase with the age of the outflow.

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the Ico{v ) relations for the pulsed and episodic jets at 

different times during the course of the two simulations. For t > 1500 years, in both 

outflows, the general trend in the value for the break-point velocity in the relation 

is that it decreases with time in agreement with the observations of Salas & Cruz- 

Gonzalez (2 0 0 2 ). In the pulsed jet-driven outflow (figure 5.17), for t < 1500 years, the 

trend in the value for v ^  seems to be more in line with the observations of Bachiller 

& Tafalla (2000). Clearly, further investigations, both observational and numerical, 

are required to determine how behaves with time.
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Figure 5.17: CO intensity-velocity relation for the episodic jet at 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, & 
2400 years for a viewing angle of 30° to the plane of the sky. The break-point velocity, tv , 
is shown for each of the times. The trend in tv  for this outflow agrees with the findings of 
Salas & Cruz-Gonzalez (2002).
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Chapter 6 

An examination of the effects of jet 

episodicity on molecular outflows

Many observations of molecular outflows from young stars suggest that the driving 

jets exhibit a variability m their ejection velocity originating m the driving source 

(HH34, Reipurth et a l , 1986, HH111, Reipurth, 1989, HH211, McCaughrean et a l , 

1994) Raga et al (1990) suggested that knots m HH objects could correspond to 

“internal working surfaces” within the jet beam, resulting from this variability in the 

ejection velocity Several authors have carried out numerical simulations of systems 

known to show this behaviour by deciphering the past ejection velocity history from 

observational data (Raga & Noriega-Crespo, 1998, Raga et a l , 2 0 0 2 , Raga et a l , 

2004)

In this chapter we examine how differing input conditions for the jet velocity can 

affect the resulting outflow We will look at how this changes the m(v) relation, the 

Ih 2(v) and Ico(v) relations, the colhmation of the outflow, the amount of ambient 

molecular material swept-up by the outflow and how it affects the ratio of red to blue 

shifted material within the outflow if it were to be observed

In the previous chapter, one of the simulations we carried out had a sinusoidally 

varying input jet over a long time period It is noticeable from the plots of this outflow 

at large time scales, that the variation m the jet reduces to shocks spaced at 50 year 

intervals In this chapter we will also look at what happens to the outflow if we 

assume these conditions for the input jet velocity from the outset, i e a short-period
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episodically varying jet

Most calculations done m previous work simulating outflows using the jet model 

assumed a sinusoidally varying input velocity for the jet Other possible forms have 

been explored De Gouveia dal Pino and collaborators (de Gouveia dal Pino & Benz,

1994) have computed two-step velocity variability with high and low velocity They 

found that the resulting jet developed a chain of regularly spaced radiative shocks 

that were similar m their characteristics to the observed knots m protostellar jets 

However, they did not have a very sophisticated treatment for radiative cooling of 

the gas and could not perform a detailed comparison of their model with observa

tional data Raga & Noriega-Crespo (1998) simulated the HH34 jet with an input 

velocity composed of the superposition of three sinusoidal modes which were derived 

from observational data of HH34 Prom their simulations they obtained Ha intensity 

maps that where qualitatively very similar to the observations of HH34 As with de 

Gouveia dal Pmo & Benz (1994), they where unable to use high enough resolution to 

completely resolve the cooling regions

Cabrit & Raga (2000) also studied the HH34 jet They attempted to model its 

slowmg-down jet using a model that had a monotomcally increasing velocity as a 

function of time They found that this could m principle reproduce the observations, 

but they concluded that the constraints they used to reproduce the observed velocity 

were deemed unlikely to occur m reality Raga et al (1990) and Masciadri et al 

(2 0 0 2 ) attempted to simulate the past-ejection history of the HH111  outflow with a 

simulation of a jet with an input velocity which had a sawtooth variability with time 

(ramps of increasing/decreasing velocity with time followed by a sudden drop/jump 

m velocity) From their numerical simulations they produced Ha images and PV 

diagrams In particular, they found that the PV diagrams agreed quite well with the 

observations
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6.1 Short-period episodically varying jets

To get a clear understanding of the effects of short-period episodically varying jets on 

the characteristics of a molecular outflow we have run several long-term simulations 

with slightly different input conditions three with a simple on-off input jet with 

periods of 20, 30 and 50 years, and two with the superposition of a short-period on- 

off component of 50 years and a long-period on-off component with a period of 600 

and 800 years Figure 6 1 illustrates the five input velocity profiles we have used In 

each case we use the same “on” and “off” state velocities For the on state velocity, 

vmax, we have used a value of 215 kms-1  and for the off state velocity, vmin we 

have used a value of 30 kms-1  These values are chosen so we can easily compare 

the characteristics of the resulting outflow with the outflows presented in Chapter 5 

When the state changes from on to off or vice versa, the drop or increase m velocity 

is tapered over the course of a year to allow for a smoother transition and to avoid 

numerical difficulties arising from an instantaneous, large change in velocity Apart 

from the input jet velocity, the initial conditions for the simulations are the same as 

the initial conditions for the two simulations m Chapter 5 (section 5 1)

6 11  M orphology

In figure 6 2 we illustrate the state of each of the five simulations at 1200 years 

m terms of the number density In all cases there is a very well-defined excavated 

cocoon surrounding the jet with a thm, dense shell at the edge of the cocoon The shell 

exhibits similar “corrugations” to those that were present in the outflows driven by the 

pulsed and episodic jets m Chapter 5 Again, these irregularities may be attributed to 

instabilities at the head of the jet such as the Vishniac instability (Dgam et al 1996, 

Downes Sz Ray, 1999) As noted above, the cocoon region of the outflow appears to 

be much more prominent m these outflows compared to the simulationed outflows of 

Chapter 5 The reason for this is that the frequent episodic ejections from the driving
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Figure 6 .1 : Input jet velocity conditions for each of the five simulations, (a), (b) and (c) 
have a simple “on-off” profile with periods of 20, 30 and 50 years respectively, (d) and (e) 
have a short on-off component with a period of 50 years and a longer on-off component with 
periods of 600 and 800 years respectively. In all cases vmax is 215 kms“ 1 and vmin is 30 
kms-1  .
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source lead to strong shocks forming at frequent intervals along the jet beam These 

shocks cause large quantities of jet material to be ejected sideways from the jet beam 

into the cocoon resulting m an expansion of the outflow shell In this case, with many 

shocks along the jet beam, there is a constant force being exerted onto the mside of 

the outflow shell, steadily expanding it and forming a large cocoon between it and 

the jet beam This helps to broaden the overall width of the outflow and reduces its 

collimation If we look at the length-to-width ratio or collimation factor, g, (table 

6 1) for each of the five simulations we see that the higher the frequency of the mass 

ejection episodes from the driving source the less well collimated the outflow This 

is also reflected m the overall length of the outflow, the higher the frequency of the 

pulsations, the shorter the outflow The reason for this is that a greater proportion 

of the je t’s energy is going into broadening the outflow, subsequently, leaving less 

energy to drive the leading bow-shock forward into the ambient medium This is 

clearly evident if we compare simulations (a), (b) and (c) at 1200  years, all having 

had an equal amount of energy injected into them

Table 6  1 Comparison of collimation factors and lengths for each of the five simulations at 
1200 years Note that the values for the collimation factor are all substantially lower than 
the collimation factors for the outflows presented m Chapter 5 and closer to the observed 
values

Simulation Collimation factor at 1 200  years Length at 1200 years (parsecs)
(a) 32 0 08
(b) 34 0 085
(c) 42 0 09
(d) 3 1 0 077
(e) 46 0 09

Figure 6 3 shows the behaviour of q as a function of time for each of the five 

simulations Beyond t ~  700 years, each one settles into a steady pattern Above t ~  

1 200  years, the value for q m all of the outflows, with the exception of (d), reaches 

a state where it is either constant ((a)) or increasing very slowly ((b), (c) and (e))
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Figure 6  2 Log-scale plots of the number density for several outflows with different input 
jet velocities at 1200 years (a), (b) and (c) have an on-off input jet with periods of 20 , 30 
and 50 years respectively (d) and (e) have on-off jets with a period of 50 years and also 
have a longer period on-off component with periods of 600 and 800 years respectively In 
all cases the “on” velocity is 215 kms-1  and the “off” velocity is 30 km s' 1 The density 
units are given in cm' 3

Parsecs
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the collimation factors for each of the five simulations. With 
the exception of (d), each of the outflows reaches a steady state, (a), or is increasing very 
slowly ((b), (c) and (e)) in its value for q at 1200 years.

Due to the long periodicity of the mass ejections involved in simulation (d), it has 

not yet reached a sufficiently mature state at t = 1200 years. The maximum value for 

q is about 4.6 which is a lot less than was found for the long-duration simulations in 

Chapter 5 and closer to the kind of length-to-width values that are observed in real 

outflows (Lada, 1985; Wu et al., 2004). As outlined above, this is due to the greater 

proportion of jet energy going into expanding the outflow shell.

6.1.2 The mass-velocity and in tensity-ve locity  relations

We calculate the mass-velocity and intensity-velocity relations for each of the outflows 

in the same way as was calculated for the outflows in Chapter 5 . Figure 6.4 shows 

the m(v) relation for the total swept-up mass (atomic and molecular) for each of the 

five outflows at 1200  years and assuming a viewing angle of 30° to the plane of the 

sky. Recalling from section 1.1.4 in Chapter 1 , it was found that

m  oc v - 1  ( 6 .1 )
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For these outflows, it appears that the value for 7  m the m(v) relation does not 

depend on the variation in the input velocity profile In the velocity range 1 to 10 

km s' 1 , there is a very small variation m the value for 7  (1 6 - 1 8 ) for each of the 

five outflows This value is similar to what we found for the outflows m Chapter 5 

and m related earlier work (Downes & Ray, 1999, Downes & Cabnt 2003) and is in 

agreement with observations

There is one notable difference in the m(v) relation from that of the outflows 

presented in Chapter 5 There is a distinct “break” in the slope of the relation 

between 20 and 30 kms“ 1 for all of the outflows 7  goes from ~  1 7 to ~  4 7 It 

is not entirely clear why this happens and further work is required to determine the 

reasons for the break In section 6  2 we will compare the m(v) relation for a short- 

period episodic jet-driven outflow with that of the pulsed and long-period episodic 

jet-driven outflows from Chapter 5 and suggest a possible reason for the break It is 

worth noting that the position of this break m the m(v) relation is the same for all of 

the episodic outflows and is therefore independent of the periodicity of the episodic 

ejections from the driving source

The intensity-velocity relations for the CO J —2-1 , Ico(v), and H2 S(l) 1-0 , /h2(v)> 

lines for each of the five outflows are presented m figures 6 5 and 6 6 As with the 

m(v) relation the behaviour of these relations seems to be independent of the input 

jet velocity profile The only exception to this is outflow (e) which is the one with 

the longest period for the input velocity pulsations (800 years) and has not matured 

enough at this time scale Both plots exhibit the same distinct break in the relation 

as was evident m the m(v) relation between 20 and 30 kms-1  The slope of the 

relation below this break point is almost the same as in the m(v) relation for the 

In2(v) (~1 5), but marginally steeper for the Ico(v) relation (~2 3) The reason for 

the steeper slope m the CO relation is the lower excitation temperature for this line 

and is described m section 5 2 3 of Chapter 5 Above the break point the slope of 

the relations is markedly steeper than that of the m(v) relation 7  ~10 3 for the
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the mass-velocity relationship for each of the five episodic jet 
simulations at t = 1200 years. We assume that the jet is moving at an angle of 30° to the 
plane of the sky. The units for dm/dv are in gs/km.

-¿co(^) relation and ~ 8.8  for the In2(v) relation. There are other factors involved in 

the diminution of their strength at higher velocities. This is due to dissociation of the 

molecules as they pass through strong shocks at the higher velocities (v > 30 kms-1

)•

6.1.3 Comparison w ith  a sinusoidally varying je t

An alternative method for inserting pulsations into the input jet is to use a sine-wave 

profile for the velocity. The majority of simulations carried out in previous work have 

used this type of input velocity profile (Downes & Ray, 1999; Downes & Cabrit, 2003; 

Smith et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2001). It is interesting to see how an outflow driven 

by such a jet would compare with the episodically varying jet outflows. To examine 

this we ran a simulation of an outflow with a sinusoidally varying input jet velocity 

with a period of 50 years (hereafter referred to as the sinusoidal outflow). Figure 6.7 

illustrates the input jet velocity profile for this simulation. We have used the same
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Velocity (km/s)

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the intensity-velocity relationship for CO, Ico(v ), for each of 
the simulations. Time t = 1200 years and assuming an inclination of 30° to the plane of 
the sky.

Velocity (km/s)

Figure 6 .6 : Comparison of the intensity-velocity relationship for H2 , Ih2{v)i f°r each of 
the simulations. Time t = 1200 years and assuming an inclination of 30° to the plane of 
the sky.
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Figure 6  7 Input velocity profile for the sine-wave jet We have set umaa.=215 kms 1 and 
^7mn=30 kms-1  , as was done m the five episodic simulations

values for Vmax (215 kms-1  ) and vmin (30 kms“ 1 ) for this simulation as was used m 

the five episodic simulations

We shall only compare this simulation with the episodic jet-driven outflow with 

a period of 50 years (hereafter referred to as the episodic outflow) as this should 

provide us with the most insight into the effects on the outflow purely influenced by 

the difference m the velocity input profile Figure 6 8  illustrates the state of both 

outflows at 1 000  years m terms of the number density

Morphological Differences

The sinusoidal outflow is more collimated than the episodically driven one At t — 

1000 years, it has a collimation factor of ~  5 compared to ~  4 for the episodic outflow 

The reason for this is that the shocks in the sinusoidal outflow jet beam are weaker 

than those m the episodic outflow jet beam This is due to a more gradual transition 

from the low velocity mass ejection phase to the high velocity mass ejection phase 

m the sinusoidal outflow With weaker shocks, less jet material is ejected into the 

cocoon and as a result, less jet energy goes into expanding the outflow shell Figure 

6 9 shows the velocity profile along the jet beam for both outflows Close to the 

driving source both jets have strong shocks but as the shocks propagate away from 

the source, the shocks m the sinusoidal jet weaken The sinusoidal outflow also has
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Figure 6 .8 : Log-scale number density plots for a sine-wave input jet with a period of 50 
years, (a), and an episodic jet with a period of 50 years, (b), at a simulation time of 1000 
years. The amplitude for the sine-wave input is 90 kms-1  , centred on 120 kms-1  . The 
episodic input has an on velocity of 215 kms-1  and an off velocity of 30 kms-1  . The length 
scale is in parsecs and the density units are in parts per cm3.

a narrower opening angle than the episodic outflow. This is due to the fact that the 

shocks in the episodic jet form almost instantaneously and start ejecting jet material 

into the cocoon at the point of the jet input, forcing the outflow shell to broaden in 

this region. In the sinusoidal jet it is a while after the jet material is injected onto 

the grid before the shocks form.

6.1.4 M om entum  transfer to  ambient molecules

Using the same model as we are using here, Downes & Ray (1999) examined the trans

fer of momentum from the jet to ambient molecular material. They examined jets 

with steady velocities and multi-mode sinusoidal velocities. For simulations reaching 

300 years they found that the mechanism was very inefficient and that only 10 % of 

the overall momentum is transferred to ambient molecules. Here, we will perform the 

same calculations on the five episodic outflows and the sinusoidal outflow to see how 

they compare with each other and with the results of Downes & Ray (1999).

We will use their formula to calculate the fractional momentum transfer to the
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Figure 6.9: Velocity profile along the jet axis for the sinusoidal jet and the episodic jet. 
The shocks along the episodic jet are stronger than those of the sinusoidal jet.

ambient molecules. It is as follows

p  _ ¿̂7(1 ~ Tij)uijmH2,ijnB2,ijdVjj /g 2)
H2 YiijUijUij < m >  dVij

where i and j  are the cell indices in the z and r  directions and dV^ is the volume 

of cell ij. riH2,ij and are the number density of molecular hydrogen and the total 

number density in cell i j  respectively, r  is the jet tracer variable which keeps track 

of the input jet material and allows us to separate ambient and jet material, m H2 is 

the mass of a hydrogen molecule, u^j is the axial velocity in cell i j  and < m >  is the 

average mass of all the constituent parts of the gas.

Figure 6.10 shows the calculated fraction of the overall momentum in ambient 

molecules for all of the short-period episodic and the sinusoidal jet-driven outflows 

up to 1500 years. At 300 years, the fraction is found to be ~  10 % for all of the 

outflows, the same as was found in the simulations of Downes & Ray. This indicates 

that at relatively short timescales the input jet velocity profiles we have used here 

has no effect on the momentum transfer mechanism. With the benefit of these long-
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duration simulations, we can see that the value for the fraction increases with time 

The short-period episodic jets, (a) and (b), and the long-period episodic jets, (d) and 

(e), have a fraction of 30 % or greater by the time they reach 1300 years

An interesting feature of the long-period episodic jets, (d) and (e), is that they 

have “peaks” in their plots The summit of these peaks corresponds to the point 

where the jets are switched on again Leading up to these points the jets are in 

the “off” state and the leading bow-shock is sweeping up more ambient molecules 

causing a rapid rise in the fraction of momentum m ambient molecules When the jet 

is started again, the new momentum being injected into the outflow is only sweeping 

up jet material withm the outflow cocoon and not impacting on ambient molecules 

As a result we see a fall m the fractional value for momentum m ambient molecules 

This disagrees with the findings of Arce and Goodman (2001a) who postulated that 

the mass ejection episodes from the driving source, following the leading ejection, 

should sweep up ambient molecular material
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Figure 6 .1 0 : Fraction of jet momentum transferred to ambient molecules over the course 
of the six simulations. The two outflows with long “off” periods, (d) and (e) show peaks 
in their transfer rates at the end of their “off” periods. This shows that the mass ejections 
from the driving source do not directly accelerate ambient molecules as is postulated by 
Arce & Goodman (2001a).
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Figure 6 11 Gray-scale plots of the axial-component of the velocity for each of the four 
velocity variation tests at 275 years As the amplitude of the variation m input velocity 
is increased, we see more material ejected from the jet beam shocks into the surrounding 
cocoon The value for v\ m a (a), (b), (c) and (d) are 31, 65, 93 and 127 km s ' 1 respectively

6 15  Pulsed je t and inpu t ve locity varia tion

In the pulsed jet simulations we have used a sinusoidal component to vary the input 

jet velocity In order to determine what effect the amplitude of the sinusoidal variation 

has on the resulting outflow, we have conducted several test simulations (see figure 

6 11) where we have varied this amplitude For the tests we have set the sinusoidal 

variation m the input velocity to have a period of 20 years with vQ = 215 kms-1  We 

have conducted four tests with ^  = 0 75,0 6 ,0 45 and 0 3 where v\ is the amphtude 

variation m the input velocity This is similar to tests carried out by Downes Ray 

(1999) Figure 6  12 illustrates the resulting m(v) relations for the set of tests

We found that the greater the amphtude of the variation m the input velocity, 

the stronger the shocks in the jet beam and the more jet material is ejected into the 

surrounding cocoon This is similar to what happens m the episodic jets and, as with 

the episodic jet-dnven outflows, there is no effect on the m(v) relation (figure 6 1 2 )
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Figure 6 .1 2 : Plot of the m(v) relation of the total swept-up mass for several simulations 
where each one has a different value for v\. The pulsations are set to occur every 20 years 
and ^  is the extent to which the velocity varies from ?;o. Here ^  is set to 0.75, 0.6, 0.45 
and 0.3. The variation has little impact on the m(v) relation, with 7  ~  —1.6 in each case. 
These results are taken from jets that reach an age of 275 years. The units for dm/dv are 
in gs/km.
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6.2 Long duration sim ulations

Figure 6 13 shows the log-scale plot of the number density for the two simulations 

discussed in Chapter 5 ((a) and (b)), the short-period episodic jet with a period 

of 50 years, (c), and the short-period episodic jet (50 years) with a longer, on/off, 

episodic profile with a period of 800 years, (d) The plot illustrates the state of each 

of the outflows at 2300 years The most striking difference between the short-period 

episodic outflows and the others is the difference m length In these simulations a 

greater proportion of the jet energy is going into expanding the outflow shell As 

a result less energy is going into driving the leading bow-shock forward into the 

ambient medium This is most obvious if we compare the long-period (800 years) 

episodic outflow (b) and the short-period (50 years) episodic outflow (c) At 2300 

years, both of these outflows ((b) and (c) m figure 6 13) have had an almost equal 

amount of momentum injected into them (within 5%) We can also see this trend 

if we look at the collimation factor as a function of time for each of the outflows 

(figure 6  14) In the long-period episodic jet-dnven outflow, (b), the infrequency of 

the mass ejections from the driving source results m less jet material being ejected 

into the cocoon and less expansion of the outflow shell as happens with the short 

period episodic jet-driven outflow, (c) Consequently, more energy goes into driving 

the leading bow-shock forward in this outflow

In figure 6  15 we see the fraction of momentum contained m ambient molecules 

(FH2) as a function of time for each of the outflows The short period episodic outflows 

are the most efficient at sweeping up ambient molecules Again, we can see the peaks 

in the relations for the outflows driven by jets with long-period episodicity (see section 

6 14) For these outflows, when the jet is turned off, Fh2 increases more quickly and 

when the jet is turned on again the value decreases This indicates that the new 

momentum injected into the jet-outflow system from the switched-on jet does not 

contribute to the acceleration of ambient molecules The new jet material moves 

into the already excavated cocoon and does not, directly, interact with the ambient
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Figure 6  13 Log-scale number density plots for the four simulations at 2300 years The 
most striking difference between the two short-period episodic jets ((c) and (d)) and the 
others ((a) and (b)) is the length difference The mam reason for this is that a greater 
proportion of the jet energy is going into expanding the outflow shell
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Figure 6.14: Collimation ratio as a function of time for each of the four simulations. The 
two short period episodic outflows have a constant value for q of between 4 and 5 after the 
initial conditions of the simulation have been overcome.

medium.

6.2.1 Shell S tripp ing

One of the reasons the episodic outflow is more efficient than the pulsed jet for accel

erating ambient molecules is through a mechanism we have named “shell-stripping”. 

This involves the acceleration of clumps of material on the inside of the outflow shell 

by fast moving jet material that has been ejected into the cocoon by the shocks in 

the jet beam. Figure 6.16 shows an example of this event occurring between 1700 

and 1900 years. Ejected jet material propagates with a high velocity at a small angle 

to the jet axis towards the inside of the outflow shell. It strikes the inside of the shell 

at an acute angle and in places where the shell is corrugated, drives forward clumps 

of shell material along the inside of the outflow shell parallel to the jet axis and in 

the same direction as the jet propagation. As the outflow matures the outflow shell 

becomes more complicated in its structure with more corrugations forming along it.
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Figure 6.15: Fraction of jet momentum in ambient molecules over the course of each 
simulation. As the episodic outflows are less collimated than the pulsed outflow, they have 
a wider bow-shock and are more efficient at sweeping up ambient material. This results in 
the higher values for the episodic outflows. The long-period outflow has peaks at 800 and 
1600 years corresponding to where the jet is switched on. The value for Fh2 falls after this 
point until the jet is switched off again. This implies that the new material being injected 
into the outflow is not contributing to the sweeping-up of ambient molecules, contradicting 
the findings of Arce and Goodman (2001a).
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Figure 6  16 An example of “shell-strippmg” on the mside of the shell These images are 
taken from the short-period episodic jet simulation This process is found to occur at many 
places along the inside of the outflow shell and becomes more common with the evolution of 
the outflow It is a possible mechanism for the acceleration of ambient molecular material 
without causing it to dissociate

As a result, this process is found to occur more frequently The velocities involved 

m the process are not high enough to cause strong shocks to occur and there is less 

likely to be dissociation of the accelerated ambient molecules Further investigation 

is required to evaluate how significant this process is m the acceleration of ambient 

molecules

6 2 2 M ass-velocity re la tion

In Chapter 5 we looked at the behaviour of the exponent, 7 , in the mass-velocity 

relation, m (v)% for the pulsed and long-period episodic jet-dnven outflows over the 

course of the simulations m the velocity range 1-10 kms-1  We found that the 

value for 7  increased to 1 8 and then remained roughly constant beyond this time 

Figure 6 17 shows the same relation for the short-period (50 years) episodic jet-driven 

outflow It displays a similar behaviour to the earlier simulations 7  increases rapidly 

up to ¿ = 1 2 0 0  years Beyond this time, 7  remains roughly constant, only increasing 

marginally from 1 4 to 1 7 between 1200 years and 2700 years Above 2000 years the 

value remains constant at 1 7 This is very similar to the behaviour of the relation for 

the simulations in Chapter 5 and indicates that changing the input velocity profile in 

the way we have done here does not have an impact on the behaviour of 7

Figure 6 18 shows a comparison of the m(v) relations for the outflows (a), (b)
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Figure 6.17: Exponent in m(v) relation as a function of time for the outflow driven by the 
episodic jet with a period of 50 years. The value is calculated for the velocity range 1-10 
kms-1  . The value increases rapidly until 1200 years. Beyond 1200 years the value remains 
relatively constant.

and (c) in figure 6.13 at 1000 years. The break in the relation for the short-period 

episodic jet-driven outflow is clearly visible at ~  20 kms-1  . The same feature does 

not appear in either of the other two relations. The reason for this is not clear and 

requires further investigation but we suggest that it is possibly related to the size of 

the corrugations that occur along the bow-shock due to the instabilities at the head 

of the bow-shock.

Figure 6.19 shows grey-scale plots for the log of the number density and the jet 

tracer variable for each of the three outflows at 1000 years. The jet tracer variable 

tracks the fraction of injected material in each grid cell. It also allows us to see 

where swept-up ambient material resides in the outflow. By comparing the density 

and tracer plots for each of the outflows we can see that more ambient material 

has penetrated into the outflow shells of the pulsed jet and long-period episodic jet- 

driven outflows than through the shell of the short-period jet-driven outflow. This,
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of the mass-velocity relation for the episodic jet-driven outflow 
with a period of 50 years with that of the long-period episodic and pulsed jet-driven outflows 
at t = 1000 years. The break in the relation for the short-period episodic outflow is not 
present in the relations of the other two outflows.

we postulate, is due to the formation of larger corrugations in the bow-shocks of these 

outflows. The gaps between corrugations allows the ambient material to penetrate 

the bow-shock. Subsequently, this material is close to, or directly in the path of the 

jet beam and gets accelerated to velocities greater than 20 kms-1  . As this process 

does not happen in to the same extent in the short-period jet-driven outflow there is 

consequently less ambient material moving at higher velocities ( > 20 kms-1  ). We 

suggest that this causes the break in the m(y) relation for this outflow.

6.2.3 B ip o la rity

As stated in section 1.1.3 of Chapter 1 , another of the key observed characteristics 

of molecular outflows is their bipolarity. Lada &; Fich (1996) observed that the NGC 

2264G outflow showed a high degree of bipolarity with a ratio of 20:1  for the amount 

of blue and red shifted material in each of the outflow lobes. They interpreted this 

as meaning that most of the material in each lobe was moving in a direction parallel
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Figure 6  19 Log-scale number density plots and plots of the jet material tracer for the 
pulsed, long-period episodic and short-period episodic jet-driven outflows at t = 1000 years 
If we compare each set of images we can see that the level of penetration of ambient material 
through the bow-shock is lower in the short-period episodic jet-driven outflow We suggest 
that this due to the smaller corrugations that form at the head of this outflow
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Figure 6.20: Fraction of outflow material with various velocity vector directions relative 
to the jet-flow axis for each of the four simulations at 2300 years. The outflow driven by 
the pulsed jet has a large fraction of material moving orthogonally to the jet flow axis. This 
is due to low jet-outflow shell interaction.

to the jet propagation. We have examined this property for outflows (a), (b), (c) and 

(d) in figure 6.13 to see if they show the same behaviour. We looked at the fractional 

amount of material moving at different angles relative to the jet axis in each outflow. 

Figure 6.20 illustrates the resulting plots at 2300 years. The most noticeable feature 

in the plot is the large fraction of material moving orthogonal to the jet axis in the 

pulsed jet-driven outflow. This is due to the lower amount of ejected material from 

the weaker shocks in the jet beam in this outflow than in each of the episodic outflows. 

This results in less forward momentum being transfered from the jet to the sides of 

the outflow shell. Without this forward momentum, the outflow shell material in the 

pulsed jet-driven outflow propagates orthogonal to the jet axis. From figure 6.20 it is 

also clear that the material in each of the episodic outflows is predominantly travelling 

in the same direction as the driving jet and this agrees with the observational findings 

of Lada & Fich (1996).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this chapter will review the work that has been done in this thesis We will discuss 

the results for each section and mention possible future developments that could be 

made to improve upon this work

7.1 Code

A MUSCL type scheme is used to solve the system of hydrodynamic and chemical 

equations (Chapter 2 ) This code was based on the code of Downes & Ray (1999) 

with a few small modifications A Riemann solver based on the type described by 

Falle (1991) is used to calculate the fluxes at the boundaries A linear solver is 

used unless the pressures on either side of the cell interface differ by more than 1 0% 

m which case a non-linear solver is used The code also incorporates cylindrical 

symmetry which allows for a closer approximation to a full three-dimensional outflow 

than slab symmetry The problem with cylindrical symmetry is that it can result in 

over-stability that might not occur m 3 -D

We track the intensities of molecular and atomic hydrogen, along with the ionisa

tion fraction of hydrogen The CO density is also calculated and is assumed to be a 

constant (10"4) fraction of the H2 density
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7.2 Code Parallélisation

The code outlined m Chapter 2 was parallelised for running on distributed memory 

cluster-type system to allow longer simulations of jets to be run than was previously 

possible with this code This was implemented using the MPI libraries (Chapter 3) 

We used MPI because it is the industry standard for implementing parallel code on a 

distributed memory machine and allows the code to be portable to many machines 

To improve load-balancmg and computational performance, a sophisticated paralléli

sation method was developed which concentrated the combined processing power in 

the region of the grid occupied by the simulated outflow We have called this method 

the “redistributive method”

We tested the redistributive parallélisation method to see how much of a perfor

mance gam we could get from it compared to using the simple parallélisation method 

(Chapter 4) The theoretical maximum we could expect would be about 4 times 

faster In the tests, we achieved a factor of about 3 5 speedup which vindicated the 

development of the redistributive method It was also found that the communication 

overhead of the cell communications became less significant as the outflow got larger 

and the active computational grid expanded

Testing was carried out to examine the performance gained by using these methods 

when compared with the original serial version of the code (Chapter 4) The results 

showed that the code parallélisation worked extremely well and a sizeable speed

up was gamed by using the redistributive method The overhead incurred by the 

cell communications between processors became less significant as the simulation 

progressed and the active computational grid expanded

However, we found that even with the redistributive method the load balancing 

was not perfect as some processors would contain regions of the outflow where more 

cooling and dissociation was taking place resulting in them taking more time to do 

their calculations than some of the other processors The calculations would take 

longer because of the need for more sub-steps to calculate the cooling Also, at the
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cell interfaces where it was used, the iterative routine m the non-linear Riemann solver 

took more time to calculate the fluxes across cell interfaces

7.3 Long duration sim ulations

The mam reason for parallelising the code was to investigate the long-term behaviour 

of the mass-velocity relationship, ra(t>), for molecular outflows Previous simulations 

(Smith et a l , 1997, Downes & Ray, 1999, Downes k, Cabrit, 2003) based on the 

model we have used here, run to shorter time-scales, had shown good agreement 

with observational results but it was found that the value for the exponent m the 

m(v) relation increased with time As a result, longer term simulations were deemed 

necessary to investigate whether or not this trend continues We have run simulations 

of both pulsed and episodic jets up to 2400 years, a significant fraction of the age of 

some known outflows In the episodic jet we have used an on/off period length of 

800 years We found a negative power-law relationship for m(v) of the form mo c i ;- 7  

with a value for 7  that increased from ~  1 0 to ~  1 6 between 0 and 1500 years and 

became steady at ~  1 6 beyond this time We conclude from this that the initial 

increase corresponds to the outflow simulation overcoming the simplifications in the 

outflow structure due to the initial conditions Other than this increase in 7 , we found 

that it did not make any significant difference to the characteristics of the outflow 

meaning that the earlier work using this model for short-term simulations of outflows 

could be deemed valid for more evolved outflows

We also looked at the intensity-velocity relations for the CO J =  2-1, /co(^)? and 

H2 S(l) (1-0), In2{v) emission lines A broken power-law was found for each of these 

relations We found that, like the m(v) relation, the value for the slopes in these 

relations, increased up to t ~  1500 years and became relatively stable beyond this 

time For the I q q ( v )  relation we found the final value for 7  to be ~  -1  6  at lower 

velocities (1-10 kms-1  ) and ~  -4 4 at higher velocities (10-100 kms-1  ) In the
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/h2M  relation we found the final value for 7  to be ~  -1 5 at lower velocities and ~  

-3 3 at higher velocities Beyond t — 1500 years there continued to be fluctuations m 

the value for 7  in the mass-velocity and intensity-velocity relations This is almost 

certainly due to instabilities at the head of the bow-shock

The value for 7  was found to decrease with increasing viewing angle to the plane 

of the sky We also examined the position of the break-pomt velocity, v^  in the CO 

intensity-velocity relations, I q o { v ) ,  for the pulsed and episodic jets For our simulated 

outflows with ages greater than 2 0 0 0  years, the value for v& was found to decrease 

with increasing viewing angle to the plane of the sky, m agreement with previous, 

shorter time-scale, results (Smith et a l , 1997, Downes & Ray, 1999, Lee et a l , 2001) 

We did not find that the jet model we have adopted conclusively shows an increase 

or decrease in the value for v& with increasing age of the outflow

The presence of long-period episodicity m the jet did not significantly alter the 

behaviour of the mass-velocity or intensity-velocity relations The reason for this was 

that apart from the initial mass ejection from the driving source, the ejection episodes 

in the jet had little direct interaction with the ambient medium until they reached the 

leading bow-shock The episodic jet-driven outflow was found to be less collimated 

than the pulsed jet-dnven outflow but not significantly so

7.4 Input jet velocity variation and its effect on  

the resulting outflow

We found that outflows driven by jets with a short-period episodicity are less well 

collimated than sinusoidally jet-dn ven outflows A typical collimation factor for this 

kind of outflow at t ~  1200 years is ~  4 This compares with a value of ~  10 

for some of the sinusoidal jet-dn ven outflows that we simulated m this work The 

reason for this is that a large portion of the jet energy goes into widening the outflow 

leaving less energy to drive the leading bow-shock forward into the ambient medium
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The strong shocks along the jet beam cause jet material to be ejected sideways into 

the surrounding cocoon resulting m the expansion of the outflow shell This is a 

significant result as it is the first time that a simulation of an outflow using the jet 

model has shown such a low level of collimation It is true to say that it has, so far, 

only been found to occur for a very specific jet input velocity profile but the resulting 

collimation is quite close to what is observed m real outflows

We found that introducing short-period (~ 50 years) episodicity into a jet results 

in the introduction of a break in the power-law for the mass-velocity relationship for 

the swept-up material m the resulting outflow Further work is required to account 

for why this occurs We suggest that it occurs due to the difference m the morphology 

of the head of the bow-shock m a short-period episodic jet-driven outflow and that of 

a sinusoidal or long-period episodic jet-driven outflow The corrugations that form at 

the head of the latter type of outflow can result m more ambient material propagating 

through the leading bow-shock This results in more ambient material travelling at 

higher velocities ( > 2 0  kms-1  ) than is present m the short-period episodic jet-driven 

outflows

It was found that mass ejection episodes, other than the initial ejection from the 

driving source of an episodic jet-driven outflow, does not sweep up additional ambient 

material as suggested by Arce and Goodman (2001a) The second and subsequent 

“bursts” of mass are ejected into the jet beam of the outflow and do not directly 

interact with the ambient medium until they reach the rear of the leading bow-shock 

where their energy assists the forward movement of the bow-shock into the ambient 

medium However, as pointed out above, the strong shocks caused by the episodicity 

results m the expansion of the outflow shell and the sweepmg-up of ambient material 

We also found that the fraction of total momentum m ambient molecules increased 

with the evolution of the outflow The episodic jet-driven outflows had 30 - 40 % of 

their momentum m ambient molecules by 2400 years

Finally, we looked at the bipolarity of our simulated outflows to see did they agree
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with the observational results which found that most of the material m an outflow 

travels in a the same direction as the underlying jet propagates We found that the 

material m the episodic jet-driven outflows did indeed display this behaviour but the 

sinusoidal outflow that we examined had a large amount of outflow material moving 

orthogonally to the jet axis We suggest that this is due to the weaker shocks m the 

jet beam of this outflow, resulting m less forward momentum being transfered from 

the jet to the outflow shell

7.5 Further Work

7 5 1 Improvements to  the code

To improve the underlying code, some of the following improvements should be made

AM R To further improve the performance of the code Adaptive Mesh Refinement 

(AMR) could be incorporated This would allow for the concentration of com

putational power in regions of the flow where high resolution is needed to resolve 

the cooling It would also reduce the need to perform unnecessary calculations 

where little cooling was taking place It has been shown in other fields of com

putational fluid dynamics that this can increase the performance of a code by 

as much as a factor of 10

MHD It is commonly believed that magnetic fields play a key role m the formation 

and propagation of molecular outflows (e g O’Sullivan & Ray, 2 0 0 0 ) A mag

netic field component should be added to the code to investigate this It would 

require a more complicated Riemann solver m which the magnetic fluxes across 

the cell boundaries would need to be determined

3-D Expansion of the code to 3 dimensions would allow for more realistic Simula-
t

tions of molecular outflows Cylindrical symmetry can result m over-stability
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that might not occur in 3-D This would also allow for investigations into pre

cession and rotation of the driving source and what effect this might have on 

the resulting outflow Rotation of jets has recently been observed by Coffey et 

al (2004)

7 5 2 Further developments fo r the paralle lisation m ethod

It typically took 3 to 4 weeks to run a long-term simulation on a 32 CPU cluster 

so even a small improvement m the performance of the parallel code over a single 

time-step could result in a saving of a few days over the course of the entire simu

lation Combined with the constant improvements m the performance of computer 

hardware, a faster code would make it possible to run even longer simulations capable 

of achieving the type of time-scales and dimensions that the most evolved outflows 

that have been observed exhibit It would also allow for jet-driven outflows to be 

simulated to a higher resolution allowing for higher densities and better resolution of 

shocks Here we suggest some improvements that should be made to the code that 

do not require large modifications to be made

Load Balancing To improve the load-balancmg m the redistributive parallel method 

more processing power could be concentrated at the head of the jet where longer 

time is spent achieving the solution This could be achieved by the use a dy

namic measurement of each processors work load during the course of the sim

ulation which could be used to determine the extent of each processors domain 

At set intervals the work load across all processors would be examined and 

necessary steps would be taken to balance the load Taking advantage of the 

shape that outflows take, a straight-forward way to do this would be to move 

the vertical boundaries between processors so that a processor with a heavy 

computational load would have fewer cells to work on than a processor with a 

light load This would, only involve a small modification to the existing code
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Communications An additional performance gam could be made by the use of 

persistent communications to do cell communications Persistent communica

tions is a method for communicating cell values that can take advantage of 

the fact that the same set of communications is taking place in each time-step 

The setting-up process only needs to be done once rather than every time-step, 

reducing the overhead involved m this process Although the amount of cells 

communicated varies from the beginning of the simulation to the end, persis

tent communications could be set-up for each set of time-steps between each 

resizing of the grid As shown in the testing of the parallélisation method, the 

cell communications occupy a sizeable fraction of the total execution time for 

each time-step and reducing this fraction should give a significant improvement 

m the performance of the code

Check-pointing To aid the debugging and code development process a check

pointing feature should be added to the code This would be particularly useful 

for long-term simulations that can take a couple of weeks to perform Quite of

ten it was found that problems m a simulation might only become apparent after 

several days With check-pointmg, the complete state of a simulation could be 

written to disk at set intervals The simulation could be restarted from any of 

these states if required It would require the code to read-m the complete state 

of a simulation from a file In a parallel environment there are MPI functions 

that can get each processor to read-m its portion of the simulation data

7 5.3 Further investigation o f molecular outflows

Further work should also be carried out to investigate the reasons for the break m the 

mass-velocity relation for short-period episodic jet-driven outflows Previous work 

involving sinusoidal jet-driven outflows, using the model we have used, showed no 

break m the mass-velocity relation (Downes h  Ray 1999, Downes & Cabrit, 2003, 

Keegan & Downes (to appear 2005)) Observational evidence from molecular emission
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lines suggests that there may be a break m the relation, making this an important 

development and worthy of further investigation The frequency of the episodicity 

in the mass ejections at which the break begins to appear should be determined and 

also how the instabilities m the leading bow-shock relate to it

The shell-stripping phenomenon is another process that has become apparent 

from the episodic jet-driven outflow simulations Further effort should be devoted 

to ascertaining how significant the process is in accelerating ambient molecules One 

of the problems with jet-driven outflows is their inefficiency at accelerating ambient 

molecules Mechanisms such as this shell-strippmg may help to improve the efficiency 

of the process of accelerating ambient molecules

It is reasonable to assume that for outflows extending to the length scales that we 

have simulated here, it is not likely that the ambient medium is uniform, as we have 

assumed Simulations should be performed to ascertain what effect a non-uniform 

ambient medium would have on the resulting outflow If the ambient density were to 

fall-off as the jet moves away from its source we might expect that the m(v) relation 

will become steeper, since the fastest material is that at the head of the bow-shock, 

and here the density (and hence the amount of mass) drops with time

Finally, we have just touched on the bipolarity of outflows driven by jets in this 

work A more detailed examination should be carried out to understand why the 

sinusoidal outflows have such a large fraction of material moving orthogonal to the 

jet axis
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